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SPORTS: George Mason Enjoying Playing 'Cinderella'
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Crossfield petition now in hands of KDE
Sp KRISTW1 TAYLOR
Mill MOW
After Murra s school hood
appro.cd J petition town some
t'roissfirld %Walt% 1,10rt residents.
sonic NO* requested their
1141111e, he remosed. Since then.
Calloway's board has yet to take
action, questioning the %ability
of the request
saia the petition is in the
hand. ,1 K ern k 1*p:tinnily
of Education officials who are
addresses
checking 111111e'.
while sianpiling inforniatiiiii for
Edusation Commissioner (kik
lok.1111011 to .tudy
before he
makes a decision about whether
Criasfield. which sit, just out
•ide the current city school di.
filet boundaries on Ky 44 West.
should he added to the land
lot krd independent district.
A kngthy kgal process has
lust started as Enaikton officials
work with Calkovay County •.
property valuation administrator's (Intik' 14, ensure an accurate
petition

"Them was some issue with
some of the signatures on one of
the petitions. so were kind of
looking at the petitions and
checking with the PAA there to
make sure eterathing is correct.
is make sure the signatures are
people who can actually sign.KDE spokeswoman Lisa Gross
said on Wednesday
"That'. Just part tit the
proceas. Wed do that with an.
31111ClallOn process The stall is
tr)ing to make sure they hate
the nght petition."
Once the k131- stall.s background work is finished. Gross
said IA ilbut will hate 120 days
to make a Je,1,100 She didn't
have an exact date for when
AA dhoti wilt begin his pan ot the
pokes.
"We put together J, much
intormation as we can It there is
information either district would
like him to consider. we'll put it
together for him to look at it."
she said "Any kind of request
we get like this that is governed
by statute we make a priority 11

burner
Among that information is
Murray's appeal. which was
I iled almost two weeks Ago
Also. Calloway alinntey Rick
Jones said he is working with
school officials to prepare r
response to die appeal that questions the validity of the petition.
tic said the district has until
April 7 to file as documents
with WE.
Inits appeal to Wilbon,
Murray attorney Chip Adams
said the petition contained the
necessary 75 percent olf properly
owners on Dec I, 2005 — the
day the city school hoard
Approved it and forwarded it to
Calloway's board for its consideration. Then. according to the
appeal. four people removed
their
names.
presumably
because of a flyer Calloway
allegedly distributed regarding
the more expensite city tax rate
.Atew others later ft-mot ed their
is on ow fit 1.111

11.1111C%

III See Page 2A

-e•orjeOf 35 school-aged children who reside in Crossaid subdivision which is in tie Calloway
County school distnct. 27 attend Murray Independent schools

Winters, Todd
honored to be
MSU candidates

Education
funding is
latest snag
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
k XSKFOR K
AP) 13itagreemems between House
and Senate leaders user the
gat.1% edINCONS 1111.111.11 Air
the hext
ogie 01 the
Latest hang ups in the budget
Negotiations under was in
Frankton
Law maker, hate been inert
in ht-hind closed-doors for the
past fite da,s to trt to hammer
out a compromise on the nearly
SIS hellion spending plan.
-It's Just ter). yet') COM pieiC said 11,,usc ‘.pcakcr J,•1‘
Richards. It
'les just a huge document that
spend, J lot of mime% Its daft
cult to work out
Se got Lain s ate ft's mg to
reach an accord on whether to
make the school year longer
The Senate and Clot Ernie
Fletcher want in add two
while House lawmakers hate
resisted
"There are some philosophical differences... Richards said
House and Senate budgets-la'
finished their fifth day of prit ate
talks on Wednesday in the
Capitol Annex. J state office
building next door to the
Capitol Richards said they
would resume negotiation.
Thursday morning and that he
expect. 3 budget agreement Ir.
he reached by Thursday night
ats makers hate been meeting secretly in the Annex The
hallways outside their meeting
rooms hate been cordoned off

•See Page 3A
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Wpm
*Miner111100,altalghts: glow
tot
It•thei titan a. 1 kiai I s
them a letter saying eine sow
the presidents ots with a lullsearching distil walla mik in the
fledged resume. Ken Winters
hoard if they're inemested."
hoard
of
%1St
arta,: the
Winters said us a telephone
Regent, a letter after his name
inters iew Wednesday friar
surfaced a,s a
Frankfort 'The trimof whetbe.
po••ihle
I'm of more %Ate fix Mum!.
candidate.
Stale up here of down there is am
%rot only
Issue air all hate to think ata
do most of
I have such a lose for the tets
the regents
lion that it the want to tali. ,..
who are
me. I will sert ing
at
The other local name instild
the unit
'.and
ext in a pool of about
search
dates is MIS!. Asuman: Prot ost
committee
Winters
Tim Todd After being rawninal
and hope to
Todd said he submitted hi,
ed.
hire r new president early this resume 10 the hoard
already
mut
much
summer
"1. m cry honored about
know Winters' hackgniund. but this,Todd
the first term Republican slate
.s aid
to
hoard
senator wants the
'Murray
decide if its member. Are interState is
ested in pursuing hint is Js WWI - wonderful
dare
Winters. 71,spent 23 years a% in•toution
The student,
professor. dais -sad finally dean and
faicult
of
at Murray States College
and staff ai.
Industry and Technologi before
lust great
%ening
as C.iniptsells‘ille I'm Nieuwe,
from
president
1 DI% C1%11% '•
Todd
to he incliso
I 42.0(
ed
In 2001. N inters was as andi
A Dats.on Springs news,
date in the presidential search Todd has heen at Sturray Stair
that hired lk King Aletander to 101 J decade spending the pa,
replace the outgoing president.
eight year,in the prinost ofti:
hi. father. Kern .The younger "This region of t,entua.c
Alexander left 5I51 at the fir•t
ot this scat 10 LAI: the %Mile

116

ERIC WALKERttadass a lima Photo
AFTERNOON ACROBATICS: Sylvia Zerbint hangs from overhead the circus ring during an introduction of performers Wednesday afternoon at the Regional Special Events
Center for the matinee performance of Ringling Bros and Barnum & Bailey Circus

▪ See Page 2A

S&P ranking puts local schools in top 30 percent in state
By TOM BERRY
& KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writers
Ftrith Mort J% Independent
And Calloway County schools
have been listed in the top 30
percent of 176 school districts in
the state for student achievement in reading and math by
Standard & Poor's 200h School
FNaluation Services report
Analytical report. for K-12

school distncts released by S&P
officials also noted Murray
Independent a. one of only 18
honored as an '1 kepi-downing
School District- in the state for
2003-2004.
With a score of 70.8 percent
in reading and 47.7 in makematics. Murray was listed 15th
in the mak in reading and 21kh
in math. Also. Calloway County
. 1,., •
schools scored ftl .6 in re ,

and 40.8 in math earning 45th
and 49th place, according to a
reeked Swig of test scores on
Sara Web site at www.schoollassers.corn.
Both schools VOW abo‘c the
oak's average madams more of

with state Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System
(CATS)data horn 2002 to 2004
Pointing out that .hianct offi.
cials would study the data to
determine where there is room
improvement.
further
for

56 permit and Ike innle's aver-

Murray Superintendent Bob

age sok some 431.5pacest.
The scores art hand 0111
S&P's assessment of 2085 No
Child Left behind scores along

Rogers said the wows illifiCale
that the district is moving lithe
nght direction
-To he in the top 15 or 20 in

the state is a sign we're doing r
lot of things right.- Rogers said
However S&P officials warn
against using the scores as a
"ranking system'.
"Pulling indit idual data
P"ints out of context to creole a
ranking or a rating is a serious
misuse of the data and S&P
strongly discourages users sit
this Welt site from using data in
this way"

Taking the demograt
make-up and other limo.
factors that affect a:edema
forename into account s..,
officials silt the report is intend
ti,•.1 administrator,
eil is, pi c,
and school hoards intormatrou
useful in improt mg student,
achievement Othei tactor, that
are taken it11•• . t.
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PolicerireShedirsiass

TOM BERRY•taidner & Times Photo
NEW EXPO SIGN: Murray contractor Elmo Thornton it/ending. foreground) and three of his employees lay the foundation for a new sign at Murray State University's West Kentucky Livestock & Exposition Center Wednesday afternoon
Working with Thornton are (left to nght) are Monty Mohler. David Waldrop. and Jason Black

*wrap Weis Ualvereity Poise Depelment
• Joseph R. Shipp* of Seim Clow. PA. was arrested tor Onedegree criminal trespassing akar a Franidin College residence
adviser reported a male subject on•tamale floor selling maw
tines loisoldenis at tili pm. Tuesday.
• A caller tarn the KWh low of Hen College reported at 10:40
p.m_ Tuesday someone on the beer nodh balcony through gloss
bottles and a TV on the 110111101111L
OM"Palos Depreitset
•Coin machines al NAPO Car Wash were repotted broken into
at 343 p m. Waage**
•A gas drive-oil nee reported at the BP station on U S 641 North
at 3-59 p.m Widnieldey
• Extra patrol was requested Wednesday afternoon on
Northwood Drive ban** ol plovAers.
Callow."daft Pire•Rsircus
•S4X firelighters responded
3.73 nCleave Road on Monday
for a heittlire. A brush pile the was being burned sought the field
on fire They were on the nem less then an hour.
• Five tirefighters responded to 2173 Kirksey Read on Monday
because a tree was on Re. They me It down and extinguished IL
They were on the scene lees than an hour.
• Eight men — si two boas and four trucks — went to Panorama
Shores boat dock on Tuisaikw for a possible missing boater.
Actually, the, boat came untied and no one was missing.
• Ten men respoivied to 206 Mspie St in Hazel on Tuesday for a
messing person Wart The woman was located She had gone
fishing WM her son and wasp actually missing CCFR was on
the some about an hour
Callaway County Sheriff's Department
•A caller from Magness Rood reported at 526 p.m Tuesday that
someone cut the electncal wire to her barn and power toots A
third-degree burglary case was opened
• An infury crash was reported at 7 05 p.m Tuesday at Pockets
gas station at Chestnut and 10th streets Murray Police
Department and EMS were notified
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies
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MSU
From Front
home. he said I love ii
Regents
chairman
Don
Sparks said the hoard hopes to
narrow the field dunng Its meeting today to about a do/en candidates with %horn oti-site inter'.lea'. will he conducted in a
it OUpiC 14 weeks He hopes to
have a smaller group ol semifinalists on .ampus in late April
or early May
Meanwhile. Winters has a
unique perspective with recent
L's cm,
Budget discussions in recent
llllliths.• have been heated
between Kern Alexander and
Gov. Ernie Hetcher's administration. The governor's proposed hud§et didn't include
much new funding tor Mafia)
State or the final SI5 million
phase lit the science complex.
Some
regents
critic-lied
Xlev.uider's tone and approach
while others said he was Just
fighting for MM and higher
ettuc at

Throughout
budget
the
prok-ess. the House worked in

Town Crier
NOME
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments have a
special meeting Monday at
4 30 p m at city hall The only
agenda item is a variance
request to use a second freestanding sign at Olympic
Plaza at 506 N 12th St
•To report a Town Crier
itern, call 753-1916

the capital project and much
more operating funding, 1h
Senate kept the building hut
lessened funding the second
year of the biennium But now
the conference committee that
will present a budget compromise wants to keep the House:proposed $624.900 «ir 1.2 perCent I new operating appropriations in 2006-07 and the 5,1 percent increase to 52.7 million the
following year. according to figures
Alexander
r-mailed
Tuesday to university alumni.
Still. Winters said any hoard
div ision shouldn't affect the
presidential search
"I doubt it has had significant
impact because I think anyone
who would he considering
would understand we have
And
s1,1 focused on our III I ssi,
hy were here - and that the.
students." Winters said. "Board
conflicts tend to diminish:-

Some Trigg County residents minus
long-distance after restaurant fire

Calloway Circuit Cowl
• Amanda Cutsinger. 23. of Calvert City pleaded guilty Monday to
first-degree possession of a controlled subteen*. ani-ollertse
possession of drug paraphernalia and receiving slaw property.
CADIZ. Ky. iAP) — An BellSouth aesteni Kentucky
After the ludge reviews a pre-sentence irwesligahon report.
unknown number of BellSouth
Davenport w asn't sure boa
Cutsinger — who was out on bond from McCracken and Marshall
telephone customers in part of many customers were attested counties — will sentenced at 9 a m May 8 Cutsinger was one of
Tngg County were left without hut said the large cables were three people indicted in September 2005 for an incident the prelong-distance serv ice after a high-capacity. He said the corn
vious month.
restaurant fire destroyed fiber pany hoped to complete repairs • Patricia Dunbar. 24. and Cednc
Kyle. 32. both of Murray. are
ss ithin 48 hours.
optic and copper cables.
scheduled to go to trial in September. They each are charged
The company received at
The cahk% were destroyed
with first-degree trafficking in a corbelled substance (cocaine).
least 20 ser% ice calls from the when a Subscay restaurant on
trafficking in marsuana (8 ounces to 5 pounds) and receiving
Canton area Wednesday. said I .5. 68 west of Cada/ was gutSim Davenport. regional manag- ted t) lire. The cause: of the fire stolen property The drug offenses are fireami-enhenced chews
because they had a 38-caliber handgun in thsir possession
er of e‘ternal affairs for re-m.11,10d under In cstiganon,
when they were arrested at a Brooklyn Drive apartment Both
Dunbar and Kyle who were indicted on the charges in January.
are scheduled for a final pre-trial conference at 9 a.m Aug. 11.
Their trials are set to start at 9 a m Sept 12
PADUCAH. Ky.(AP) — &judge delayed a robbery tnal after the • Robert Frank Hams III pleaded guilty Monday to first-degree
defendant's picture appeared on the front page of the local new spa
trafficking in a controlled substance (methamphetamine). posses
per.
sion of drug paraphernalia, fourth-degree assautt, unlawful trans
McCracken County Circuit Judge Jeff Hines said the jury could action with a minor and two counts of persistent felony offender
not be impartial after a picture of Scott Haynes. 51. in a 011 jump He waived his pre-sentence investigation and was sentenced to
suit. handcuffs and shackle% appeared on the front page i4 a total of 12 years for the charges in two separate cases He *MS
transferred for Monday's pre-trial conference from Roederer
ednesday 's edition of )e Pahl,oh .Sutt.
Hines dismissed the jury and rescheduled the trial Inc May 17. Correctional Complex in La Grange
— Information is gathered from court record,
limes also ordered J new jur) to he seated.

Trial postponed over newspaper photo

II Annexation ...
From Front
•Murray Independent claim.
that the petition was valid when
tiled.- Adams wrote in the
appeal " This hoard order
makes no reference to the % Actity or invalidity of the petition
for annexation: it simply
approves the annexation of the
to
suhdiv 'skin
(•rossticlel
Murray Independent.
It annexed. (•nissfield residents would pay more in taxes to
the school system -- regardless
ot
het het ths have school-

aged children. County school
distnct residents pay 19.8 cents
per 5100 of assessed value on
real and tangible property while
those in the city stem's boundaries pay 49.9 cents per S100.
But also in its appeal. Murray
official%
claim
annexing
Craisfield subdiv ision basically'
allows the much-talked-about
average daily attendance dollars
to follow the students to their
school choice.
TweMy -seven of the 35
school-aged children who live in
Crossfirld
Munav
attend

FOR PROJECTS AROWD Pit' HOME
WE CAN HUN
OveR 500 PRODUCTS
kiwi

To

SCAFFOLDING
CONCRETE
EQUIPMENT

SCISSOR LIFTS SA
BUCKET LIFTS

FLOOR
FINISHING
EQUIPMENT

schools. The others alICIld
Calloway County schools of are
I.
h011IC -%Ch001Cd. a• of IX•c
2005. according to Murray's
appeal. With annevation the 27
would no longer have to pay the
5550 annual tuition to attend
city schools
The
current
agreement
between the school distncts says
Calloway will transfer state funded ADA money to Murray
for up to 462 of its students
attending city schools in 200607. But in 2(X)7-08 the schools
will exchange the per-pupil
Wilding on a one-for-ow basic,
which would he determined by
the district the fewest number of
non-resident students enrolled.
Murray also agreed to charge at
least S500 annually !Or tuition as
part of the much-negotiated
agreement with Calloway
In his affidav it included in
the appeal. Murray hoard chairman Dr Richard Crouch said the
independent district hasn't prtihihited students who reside in its
district from attending another
school district while Calloway
has historically not charged
tuition for non-resident students
10 come to its district.
"hurthermore, and tor so
long as more Calloway district

residents want to attend MUITa) .ilre-ads mttcnd
State law allows a +With% r
Independent
than
Murray.
Independent residents want to skin adiaccrit to the independent
attend Calloway, Calloway will district, as is this case. to he
always receive AL).- funding for annexed it 7C percent of either
those children. assuming that the registered voters or property
('allowjs will always want to do owners in that neighborhood
one-for-one
a
exchange." petition the two Instil%
school
Adams wrote in the appeal. hoards tor the transfer or it
-Thus, the district educating the either hoard Initiates the annexachildren will receive the AIIA tion. In the appeal. Adams
funding
emphasited the "or- and said
Meanwhile. Adams says the both circumstances occurred
county district would imperil:eye when he filed the document with
minimal financial kiss hy allow- KDE
ing the subdivision to comie
In her work with all the
within the city school dierict • state's 176 schekil districts — 56
boundaries_ The tax '.:due of real of which are independent sysestate in the county district totals tems like Murray
Gross said
more than St46 I million with the annexation issues have surfaced
Crossfield portion accounting before In Murray 's case. the
for $63 million. or 0.7 percent. school district has actually lost
according to property valuation ..,taxpayer'. as Murray State and
information cited in Murray's Murray -Callow as
Count
Hospital have expanded oni
aPPeal.
Another element regarding once residential propeny
"We hear ii lot from irkk•
annexation, according to state
law, is how the move will affect pendent districts about these
lacihnes and equipment avail- kind of issues becalPte til them
able at each of the affected dis- tieing landlocked.'' Gross said.
tricts. But Adams argues no real "They don't havc the opportunichange would occur with the ty to expand to get more of the
addition of Crosslield subdiv
tax pie. The counts districts
%ion into the city system because have more opportunity to do
the students would continue that. It's not yin issue unique to
goinc to school where they
Murray and Callow as
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Forecast
tonight will have a 70c4
fiance ol storm% after midnight
with lows in the upper 50'.
Friday will hay c a 541'4
chance of storms and highs in
the lower 70% That night will
have a 2oqi ounce of ram and
lows in the lower 50s
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II Budget ...
From Front
Male police troopers WC
standing guard
Rishaids said education esn't
the only unresolved issue. He
said neginiators hat en't yet
agreed tin Cuntarks for hundreds of k onstrut min projects
Across the state or how the state
should allocate money for trans•
ruination needs
Hots ever,
lawmakers
.1111H4111s et, they plan So satilturirc
S65 million project to
rebuild three dams arid two
kicks along the Kennocky River
in central Kentucky. Lawmakers
said it would preserve die drinking water supply for about
800,000 resident) over the next
50 years. Average users would
see an increase in their tees of
about $1.30 per month. or about
115.60 per year. depending on
their usage. lawmakers said
-We have tried to get attention to this kw years and years
and years." said Sen Ed Worley,
D-Richmond -This may ter!,
well he in the tong-term, one of
the hest things this General
Assembly eta- does for the people of central Kentucky "
Mean*Ink negisiaton hase
agreed to increase public school
teachers' salaries by 2 percent
next yeitt and by an across-thehoard 53.000 the tollow ing year.
The goal was to bring Kentucky
teachers' pay in line with their
counterparts in surrounding
states
Currently. Kentucky 's school
*calendar calls for a minimum of
175 six-hour instructional days.
or a minimum of 1.050 classroom hours. said Lisa Gross, a
spokeswiiman for the state
Department of Education.
School districts hase flexibility
in adjusting their calendars. so
some may have hinger than sixhour school days. Gross said
Howes Cf. thefe -aren't too man)
schools" that do that. Gross said
The Kentucky Board of
Education recommended adding
tour days — two for instruction
and two kw teachers profession
al deselopment
oter the nest
two years. Gross said
"Kentucky has one of the
and

9

Executives on Campus
event to discuss ethics
issues tonight at MSU

shiniest abed aimilars
sot
oaly in dre MOM
is die

country." Gross said. -Most
stalls hive at least a 180-4ay
schadeakmdar
Add* the two days mud
la teachers and whet
respioyers tar the mina
time %madd ow Os *Mr $32
million. said Rap. Itob

=1

MSU News anew

Eso.truses on Campus, an ericia spaimeaajd Sij mane" War
Ummululltei Cailage ati—
is
mil Wog
sap earatuitas
wait triallisumiama rad comarairy same
ben show the impummere or ethics in the workplace toisigki
The event will be held at Wades West KamartAty %news

Allstis.

D-ScIntssilk.
Frances Steesherysa. presidest of the Kentucky Ediacation
Association. said if lannmekers
add days to the ‘'alesdat they

begonias at 7.
Mile Hamlin*, Vimmes Hama and Larry Sundt will give
their stews to the Alit of ethics Milt Ined1.1111X fade) A ger%

should also ins lease the proposed salary increase fin teachers
-If you goe u• the ctn.' days.
then gate us the extra pay.'
Steenhergas said. if you thin'I
increase the pay raise and you
gite us the extra days. then you
are redeems the amount of
sassy that we're going to get."
Senate Presides* David

non and answer session will tollaw

R-Budiesvdie. said he

felt "very strongly" that the two
additional days are needed to
bring the states school calendar

on pat with surrounding states
-It's an unportam salts: lot
us." Williams said. "And we
think that most people out there
who work esery day who want
to say. 'If Huse my lob at the
Ford plant and I want to he paid
the same as Ford workers doing
the same ph in Michigan are
paid. then 1 shouki work the
same number of days.. It's an
equity situation
With negotiations dragging
into Thursday. the earliest the
full House and Senate could
consider the budget would he
Saturday
-Them are nisi three or tour
big things. and once we can
decide on those. I think we cus
finish them up and go home."
Richards said
issues
education
Other
included whether to appropriate
money to pay for all-day kindergarten statewide Legislatit
leaders from both the House and
Senate hat e spoken in Loin of
expanding kindergarten programs
Negotiators hate agreed to
earmark S75 million for J proarena 111 LOUP.% tile The!.

AP
House Speaker Jody Richards, 0-Bowling Green (left). and
House Appropnabons and Recent* Committee Chairman
Harry Moberly, D-Richmond, confer in a hallway prior to the
resumption of budget negotiations Wednesday in Frankfort
Ky

also hate reached a iCnt.IMC
• totd on making permanent a
I 1-cent-per•gallon gasoline tax
increase so that the state can sell
about $350 million in bonds to
pay for mad and bridge construction projects
Mr Senate had recommend
rd a S740 million bond issue to
pay for road construction House
lawmakers proposed no add,twine' road bonds. saying all
necessary road protects could he
paid for without taking on additional debt
'ruler
a
20-y eat -old
adjust:114e funding lomiula. the
state's fuel tat rises and falls
with the aterage price of gasoline The Sell.ne had proposed
locking ikiwn the 1.1-cent-pergallon increase from last year
and an anticipated I .2-ccni-per-

gallon iikieasc this seat
Howes et It.'use negotiators
hate opposed Mk plan
Adkins said they had teruatit el y agreed to lock in lam
seat'sincrease hut that they will
thc sank: with
inn agree t,,
this ea • AMU:iNted increase
-Thais lust no, happening.'
he said
the state la% on gasoline is
currently lis s cents per gallon
Doug Hogan. spokesman lot
the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet. said the viate law crest
mg the rolling tax increase was
enacted hy the legislature in
!tow king Picture moo current
tau makers were eksied
EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Assm toted Pre's. tinier
AiflonIc owl-shined-to this report

•S&P ...
From Front
the number of economically-disadvantaged students and slit dent-leacher ratios.
According to S&P officials.
29 5 percent of Murray
Independent students are considered economically disadsim(aged while 42.8 percent of
Calloway County students hose
been included in the category
The Kentucky district with the
highest scores
Anchorage
Independent, with scores of 44.2
and 91.7. respectitely - also
reported the lowest number of
economically
disad antaged
students in the state at Oil percent.
Students per teacher were
reported at 16.4 to I for Murray
Independent with Calloway 's
student-teacher ratio listed at
Anchorage
to
1
14 1
Independent reported the lowest
student-teacher ratio in the stale
at 11.8 to 1.
Murray was first identified
hy S&P officials as an
School
"Outperforming
District" in June 2005. A district
earns the honor hy consistently
-outperforming"' demographically -similar districts based on
three academic cntena higher
let els of student proficiency.
letel that significantly exceeds
statistical expectations, and
remaining consistent tn both the

pies ious two categories. Graves
County
and
Paducah
Independent schools were the
only other "outpertorming" distncts reported in the Purchase
area.
On Tuesday. Da% id Dowdy.
public relations coordinator for
Calloway County Schools, said
district officials hate examined
the test data on which S&P
based the scores and hase
already taken steps to identify
both strengths and weaknesses
in the district's cumculum in an
ongoing effort toward aeademic
improsement
"Since the test data first
became atailable last fall, the
administrators ol Callow as

County Schools hate examined
it in great derail to find wends of
success and hone our feasting
methods and surrk-uluin to the
most efficient les els possible,"
he said "Essentiallt, we use the
annual testing eycles to measure
our own district's progress
rather than to determine our
ranking among neighboring dis
tricts based upon a single year's
results"
Dowdy said efforts are
already underway to prepare
students for the next testing
cycle.
-Calloway County Schools
are currently hard at work with
this year's students as testing
time last approaches." he said

It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping your
neighbors for five years -why not you?

Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic
313 Johnson F

made headlines 01,<I the last few yaws
lianulion is the chief kilning asd development •Yeliccr of
Ernst & Young a global accoanlialls alld Malang firm He builds
a Itacheloi of Sonitat &VW learxeraiallig frost Murray Slat
t novenae and ipadwasd issima MIN 181648
Himulluma a a member iiidie Arnencam Institute of Certified
•
Arxelosam and was selected as Who. *Silo Among
Young Ileselless Leaders He btu been referenced in the Wall
Suva Journal. Neu loci Times. I SA today. Chwago Sun
Times. Miami Herald, Los Angeles Times aid other industry
publications
Howell is the principal and die operating offset of Sew
West, a pliblik relations. adsertising and laselticting firm in
Iowss ilk. Ks He is a graduate of I-astern Kentucky t 111% ctsfly
And has more than 25 yeas of esperserite in sonimunis axons,
including brisak .ist news and pubis; and goserrunental atiairx
‘Lon.ulting
Howell ha, been awarded the International 34s...5tation of

Business Ci.nimunisator. s I AtIt'l Gold Quill tor I Is trail
Community Relations Program And the Crean% at oiPuttbt
Relations Award His arategn planning And counsel is sought
▪ Actits seeking to adtanic politi.. at issues, build °Alumni,
and .inumuni.AC •Onrk% technic al intiwmalmin I how- want.
ittg to Intittatiht C new ,oncepts
produ..ts to targeted is mass
audienses also choose him
Smith is president 01 the Institute tor Crisis M.uiageineest A
limner tries i%1011 new • dires tin press secretary and lieu Imam
editor. Smith now works with exesutites sit insinuations seeking to minimite the negatite pubis. ten:tion -kV a business crisis
He also assists in deseloping pro-active cnsis sommunications
plans And teaches seminars in crisis management
In the mid-Klis. Smith seised a, press wsretary its then Senator Rut Quayle He dealt regularly with the White House
Press Office and worked MAK ilk ji
—dish He aim,
glitikt1 t'llattlf Quayle through the media attack to1lon ing the
downing ol a t S airliner titer Sorth Korea
Smith was ItIctileCted into
Kent k• Publis Relations
Society ot America iPRS A and 1 \It( I Jnal11.111% of
Excellence Communicatiss Hall of fame in 211114. v. h honors those who has.. /tunic a lasting Joterense and whose ontnNit ins KA% e Mall' an ttnpat. i on the pft esstOtt
Aft7.1 L0111111U1111 ilklittser• arc IMIted to attend the event
along with 51St •tudent, and the campus ..ommunity hit (111111r0
iii.$rillal 1011 t 'ntau,t I a1 1
.4111.1 'Ott U411 it 1270i ISIN-41141

"Signe Calloway

County stu
dents are taking scrimmage tests
to help improve their test-taking
skills and to reduce their mato)
in the examination ern ironment
We're doing our hest to help all
of our students perfonn to then
highest !cwts of achietement
hor more information about
the scores Of about Standard A
Poor's
Esaluatititi
School
Set% Wes program. go 0nblie
tt w w 'MAU ktimatlen.com.

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
-We Servrce Most Brarms

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 East Mom St • 7S3-1566

Countny
MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNI
NO INITIATION FEES
ntemlicr
,
ttipe. oni%
applicant..
atidititin reet.i% e .1 211116 ;ri•en t 'ardifortni•rh canner card -

lor

lit-,t Mtaeci•ptect

NEW -CHAMPION BERMUDA GREENS'
.
pro% ides the ultimate vear around itolt
NEVV SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP STATUS
which includes. pont, eluhhou.,,e.aind other maid artivitirAnd t•Vrnta4 onit :in new rnembiiindlillis avaliable,

•

GOLF

CLUB HOUSE
%drams.Asaneis Chord
Dams.aid raesions loud news

Tired of Running Around?
Find All of the Homes Listed
on the Multiple Listing Services
by going to:

PRO
SHOP
LAI Mid

Calloway sets
its summer
school May
30-June 13

it

11

Summer School will ht
offered at Calloway County
High School for Calloway
County High School students
The dates will be May 30 though
June 1 1
Sign up will begin on April
10. the Monday after Spring
Break
Students need to pick up
information and sign up for
summer school in
..1,
die bigh school.
al
awakeslien Me
yuEautbelamsCire arty dueled of ArrM.
For more isformasti,,,,
may call 762-7174 eat
speak with(.110111 Leak

the front office of the nig!.
school at 762-7174 exi o

campbellrealty.com
CAMPBELL REALTY
1141t/IARA
XXVIII I

"sin is dl hung

then iiw n unique perspective onthe raw* scandals that base

OLYMPIC
POOL
thrthday Pones. Esettsw

Alot

270-753-6454

0121
112 N. 12th • Sturtax, •(VO)7V4-44-1.10 1'.
Me,,tb.- of XfNatant Listing Servs, r

IMMINTISE-Sz THROAT =MTV
is happy to announce that we are expanding our services in the Murray area.

Office hours are Wednesday & Thursday from 9 am to 4 pm.

Appointments are available with James Hawkins, M.D., James Zellmer, M.D.,
and Mark Rusten M.D., by contacting the office at...

(800)999-5434
Licensed Clinical Audiologists are also on staff to provide full audiology services
and hearing aids.
Yt KY
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FORUM
When the 'big
one' hits, we're
in good hands
with Uncle Sam

iterthserraytedger.ces

-API*

vnimaintaymilemill$001M11111111MfftW,

WHAT TIGHTENS BORDER SECURITY, MAKES SURE
THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY HAS ENOUGH WORKERS,
AND DOESN'T ALIENATE HISPANIC VOTERS?
I DON'T KNOW,TELL ME

When the big one finally hits us in California it won't he the
insurance comNmes who'll pick up the multi-billion -dollar cost to
rebuild out homes and eines it will he you. the American taxpay
Cr
Ibis Is a lesson were learning from New Orleans. where the
nut or has assured displaced residents of areas of the city deemed
%cry sulnerahk 111 another
hurrit ane that he will not
stand in then was should
they choose to rebuild theii
demolished house• es en
though they would most like
Sysdicated
Is he destroyed if another
Ceiaamoist
Katrina comes along
Now that's had enough.
but the generous Mayor Nagin did not stop there. He urged thosc
residents to take ads antage ot a huyout program that would pay
them up to S150.000 lia their prurient. Need I tell you who's going
to fisit that Mr
It won't he insurance companies most of the residents in tlic
affected area didn't hate flood insurance_ Do you need to he told
that
you. the tavpayer. who'll shell out that $150010 or so.'
Here in Calitonua we don't worry about humeanes.(woken k's
res or blinards We worry about earthquakes. Every once in a
while the earth shit ers and shakes, and buildings and bridges and
highways:ome crashing down. The Iasi big one was 12 years ago.
in 1994. We an protect ourselves from has mg to pay the ruinous
cost of rebuilding our homes After a massit e quake hy buying earth
quake insurance, lust as the people of New Orleans could hate pro
tected Memseltes from Katrina fly buying flood and windstorm
insurance
The problem with earthquake insurance is the cost which is
huge Recause it is so expensite. fully WI percent of Californians
cross their lingers. hope that they "II he spared from a 'quake and. as
J result. don't hut 'quake insurance
Does that nuke them worry that they might he destroyed financially and lett homeless in the e‘ent of an earthquake against which
they were not insured"' As the folks in New Orleans are learning.
there's no need to worry Who needs insurance when the got en!
Ilion is willing hi pay the cost of their failure to bus insurance '
In 1996. the number ot folks in Caitlin-ma not insured again,'
quakes was 65 percent. Now. as memories of the last earthquake
lade. that figure has gimped to 86 percent. which means only 14
percent of us in the most earthquake-prone state in the Union aft'
insured against another quake a quake that's sure to come
Thai ith percent. howeter. are not shooting craps. hoping the
met itahle quake won't occur. Diet rest easy in the knowledge that
ou, the tatpay CT. will step in and make them whole.
In New ()deans they had go tod reason 11W putting their faith in
the got ernment. They understand that the politicians lust atter the
ow of African .Amencans. and since the majority of the population
in New Orkuns is black or "chocolate- as their idiot mayor calls
them. they know that I nele Sam will he there, with his checkbook
handy, to try to hut their soles with taxpayer money
Here on California we are fully aware of our enornious political
clout. We know how much the politicians of both parties yearn to
win our soles, which go J long was towards electing a president
We send more members of Congress to Washington than any other
state
.And we know that in order to stay in our good graces. the pols
will take the rubber hand oft the federal bankroll and pick up the
cost of any earthquake or other natural disaster. going us low -cost
loans and other goodies. So why spend all that money for earthquake insurance'.
After all, we're in good hands with I rule Sam
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Illegal Immigrants
Spreading out as debate comes to a boil
By STEPHEN
OHLENIACHER

wool sum sessisisbailiside.
,%hout a quarter of them
the t 'nitett State,
legall) and stinpl
then s 1%js. Passel said.
'We hJ% C about tO nniilin iii
people per seat t:°BIC here inn
temporary S isas, either tourists
iii s Isaias tor husiness.- he
said "With 441 million folks
coming here a scar, a sers
small percent who stay adds up
Ai% el' the sCars

AP News Analysis

Associated Press Writer
Sen. [incise) Graham hears
about illegal immigration
%hem:ter he trio els his home
state of South Carolina. And
for good reason.
South Carolina, a stale Ala)
historically few illegal immi
grants. S:IN a I JIM percent
increase in their numbers from
1990 to 2004.
"Are we going to run this
work force off" asks the
Republican lawmaker. quoting
constituents "And what arc
you going to do about broken
With 55.000 undocumented
residents. South Carolina ranks
far behind the nation's 'cadet.
Cahlorma. But the issue is
boiling throughout the country
as illegal immigrants make
their was to mitre cliles and
states than es Cr
The Senate is debating legislation this week that would
tighten border security while
enabling illegal immigrants to
et entuall• become iti/ens. ,
The Pew Hispanic Centel, a
research orgamiation in
Washington, estimates there
are as many as 12 million illegal immigrants on the l 'noted
States, though researchers
acknowledge they are difficult
to count Other of-gam/anons
hate put the number at 11 mil
hon. but all agree the 'total is
rising quickly
Illegal immigrants are 111,111e
Itkelt than ..1inerican cintens
to hold _polls hut less likely to
have high school diplomas
Thet tend to he younger. and
many hate children who stern.,
horn in the S . making the
kids t:!wens
less than half fit the profile
of young men sneaking across
the border to find 'ohs and
send money hack home to then
families Today. most bring
their families with them.
according to an analysis ht the
Pest center
-There's about h 5 million
adults who Are in families.
either couples or couples viith
children, and there's ani her 2

Immigrants view of reform debate
According to a recent poll, most legal immigrants think illegal
immigrants take jobs Americans don't want and help the economy
by providing low-cost labor
1. Do you think that Niel*
immigrants are taking IOW
from IGO ossidsnis or tideig
jobs that bpi residents don't
want to do?
Taking iobs from legal
•
Taking ribs that no one else
wants to do
!IF11%

2. Some say illegal isnoistabls
help the sconosisbspbovIdng
low-cost labor. Others say they
hurt the economy by driving
wages down. Which is closer
to your view?
IM He economy
(7.3 Hun economy
17%

3. The anti-immigrant
sentiment is growing in the
United States

•

7,041

26°.

Adult men make up the
largest share of illegal immigrants. tollowed hy adult
women and then children

4 The anti-immigrant
sentiment in the United
States is fueled by racism
against immigrants from
Latin America and Asia
Don I 14 rlow
10 answer 7%

klany families include relate' of differing immigration
status Nearly two-thirds of the
children were horn in the
1 nited States

'
1
1 Z

Illegal workers make up
about percent of the I S
labor force 'store than nine in
10 males illegally here are in
that labor force. compared with
itt percent of men horn in the
l'nited States.
Illegal immigrants tend to
he younger than American
workers, which helps explain
why they are more likelt
hold Jobs, researchers said.

TetitPhOne p0101 SOO 144.1 own4lianta
from Lahn Americo. asa. Ewooe and
/Om between Fab 24 and Noss 21
maroon of an .3 4 1344C4W4

Parc/maga may not am up to 100 Moog
044POn41111111 WO lie 4PIIMII tows been swum
ostlt PC.F Ronetzan

Assnetates Fro Now Arrtenta Wel

Illegal immigrants spreading out
lkisulhosbad raiwanli he in mow pboss in the U S than ever,
moving to shins lib Novel Carolina. Iowa. Ohio and Georgia. to
soak jobs and establish communihes
Less than 25 000 1111 100 000-249 999
Eseinsisd.09111
immigrant
11111 250.000-1 minion
population(2004) ED 25.000-99.999

Temale illegal immigrants.
. ss CR' less likelt iii
%%ork than their American
,irunterparts. perhaps because
most hat e young children. the
Pew analt SiN said.
NI its

II.Over I million

Illegal immigrants are concentrated in construction. ago culture and cleaning jobs They
make up ;ft percent of all insulation workers, 29 percent of
agricultural workers and 29
percent of roofers

souncE Poo sioimine Cantor
million children.- said Jeffre
Passel. a senior research assncrate al the center "The %am
man wits of this pitpulation is
"
In 1990, almost half lived on
California. the Pew analysis
said Its 2004 California's
share had dropped iii about a
quarter. even thos gh the state's
illegal population had grnwn

htf

from 1.48 million to about 2 45
They are mot mg hi states
like North Carolina. Iowa.
Ohio and Georgia as they seek
oohs and establish communi
ties. North Carolina has nearly
lb tomes the number of illegal
immigrants it had in 1990. the
Pew analysis said The state
had 190010 in 2004. the most

'enter tor Immigration
Studies. which adsocates
restricting immigration. recent
Is issued a report saying that
immigrants compete for lobs
with less-educated Americans.
especully high-school
drorsims
'shout halt of adult Mord
mumgrants hate not grabbed
high school. the Pew analysis
found ', shout a third hate less
than a ninth-grade educainm
'shout a quarter of illegal
immigrant, have at least some
college. with 15 percent holding .11 least a hachelor's degree
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Sago mine survivor out of hospital

Lora Cagier Beet=

Lon Caner Barton.la Mayfield. died Tuesday. March 28. 2006.
MOR(jANTOWN. Va.lra
at 6:45 a.m. at Jacinth Pindithe WOW Cu WOW&
A retired teacher ef die Mayfield Independent 4AP) - Sago Mae mariner
School. he was a Innen suer represenintive. An *mad Money Jr.. leaking Ike
Anity *Mem of tha Xmases esedict. he wth a maw Old stiff ben wallow;an biotite*
bet el Amami Lesism Poe 026. MoyfieNd Sway ailed his steaswit rani*
ebb,Owes Cesar illowical Society. 111.1thaen- as he was athummil hem a hospiBeamthigurd Ciath, of Seas of Confederate *terms imd of First tal Theridey aher almost drier
months.
awls Churds. Mayileid.
"I'd gist like to ins& every •
He was the too of the late Reece Houston Barton and Jean Caner
Baum Survivors include several cousins. The funeral w ill he body for their thoughts and
Saturday at 10 a.m. at First lapin Church. Mayfield Res Boil prayers- McCloy said softly.
wanes a bell cap and a racingSwift and L. Harvey Loa Elder will officiate
Former students will be active pellbethers- Memheni of May held team jean at a monks news
Rows Club and of $eventh Sawn'Meek Usk" will he honorary coafereace. He paused. then
pallbearers Burial will folkve With Illephsweed Cemetery with added with a weak %auk. -1
military rites to he conducted * Americas Legate Puat 126 and believe that's it
Has wile. Anna. who held his
filghman-lleauregard Camp of Soft databank %Maw
VI‘ILillon *ill tv at the BYlm Fumed Kum.MaYrbeit bum 5 to hand 114 they entered the room.
9 p.m Haley. Expnimiess of traps*, mey he made to First added her own thanks "Todasis
Baptist Church, 118 W. South St_ Mayfield. K s . 420(16. oi another part of our miracle." she
Mayfield Graves County Animal Sheller. 500 N. 12th Si . Mayfield. said. The tout* left Atka their
brief statements_
Ks . 42066.
Doctors cannot explain why
McClos. who was trapped for
Raymond Nereid Gadd.
more than 40 hours. sun'seal the
The funeral for Ras mond Harold Gaddre will he Indio
rrainoaide captisUre 1.1carbon
iThurstias i at 2 p.m in the chapel of Milner & On Funeral Home.
lowing the Jan 2 Nast. white
Arlington Re.. Danns 0•Gwinn and Lairs Jackson will officiate
diven ocher men died
Burial will follow in the Arlington Cemetery
"There MC 12 families who
Visitation i. now at the funeral home Expressrons of oimpaths
mas he made to Gideon Bible. Carlisle-Vico Grates Camp. PO. MC in our thoughts and prayers
AF
Boa riot Cunningham. Ks . 42035 or Arlington Baptist Church "Joy today and etery day The families of Randy 's co-workers and Randal McCkly Jr.. tigt and his wile, Anna, share a laugh during an methyl,* during his lest
Center" Fund. Ky. 80. Arlington. Ka.. 42031.
Sir Gaddie.81. Arlington. died Monday. March 27. 2006. at 3.40 friends are celebrating with us fuN day at the Mounteiwiaw Regional Rainabilitation Hospital in Morgantown. W Va
p.m at Jackson Purchase Medical Censer. Mayfield. A carpenter and today rust as we continue to Viledneeday. McCloy heads ID his Simpson. W Va home today to continue his recovery from
painter, he was a member and deacon of Arlington First Baptist mourn w nh them Please keep the Sago Mine disaster of Jan 2 which lolled 12 miners
all of us in sour thoughts and
Church
Preceding him in death were his wife. Sarah Alice Mounnos praaers." Anna McCloa said
The MeCloss were expected plc speculated Nictlos %waited images he d rather forget V. hen mark 'roma king %1114r reniosct!
Gaddie. one grandson And two sisters. Fie was the son of the late
%our is
to return to their Simpson home hia AMC he w as deeper in the he thinks of his fallen friends he feeding tube, hut his
Brewer Griddle And Emma Kellam'. Ciaddie.
mine. lather from the had all
pictures them elsewhere
.k.0 and soft
later
in
the
morning
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Sara Mae Rawl!. Alm..
Fie smiles often and seem,
He said he wasn't
tr% to 'rake out all the
The rural road where the%
and Sirs Dons F..:C MiDATIlel. Clinton: one son. Paul Ras Gaddie.
that frustrated onl% •In his 'mita
and
Not
belie.
e
r
details
stuff
like
does
he
Arlington. twin brother. Ros Gaddie. Arlington: brother. Robert use has been renamed "Miracle .rushed lung limited the s Arbon because I don't like to
thins mantis a nght am that
Road." Got foe Manchin
Eugene(;Ada.. Mars land Heights. Mo.: four grandchildren
was
that
remains weal,
monoxide
he
inhaled
11
he'd
them
in
that
light
and
announced at the news ‘order
"%is hands ms gnp, WM
been in pain, he figures. he'd he said 'I lust like to picture
CIICC
Mrs. Combo Ciller Thomas
stun
and
in
heat
en.
good
as I want it to he. Itut I'm
inhaled
esen
more
..4%ed
haw
'he'll
"Rands is unix-lit-table how
i ,•,if MOMills Will he Saturdas at
The funeral tor Mr' Cal,
pang to trs to exercise and stun
what AleClos does know is like that
through
this
tome
he
has
930 a.m in the chapel of Hombeak Funeral Horne. Fulton. Ks. Bni
that he. strong and healthy now
'That • resits the hest was like that." he said
Mara-bin said "Iiidas.
Howard Erwin will officiate and Mrs Melissa Nelms will prosaic ordeal."
support
Mien
sou
ISM is pros Wing an wen
of
24-hour
:an remember minx-hods
because
I'm happy to say that the time
the music Hunal will follow in the Palestine Cemetery Fulton
Ikkil Or% say W00% was per
toe While he was in *crap%
Anna and his hrother-in law.
lot
to
finally
come
Rand)
,has
Following the burial a potluck homecoming celebration will
Rick Mtikv. who barely left his haps minutes from death w hen she ordered a present kw his
home"
begin at I p.m at the chuteh of Jesus Christ of Latter-das Saints. return
pulled from the ‘oal 27th htrthda% on April 11 a reti
side
he
user the three months
hk-Ckry told The Associated
Fulton
"What .1 helw‘c is that the mine Lin 4 with latines, lung. 2006 Ford Mustang to rept&
Press on Wednesday that he had
Volution will be at the funeral home front 5 to 8 p in Friday.
was the lands's Taurus
explanation of how 1 people who MC there for you liter And heart damage He
Expressions of SyMpilTh f11.1 he made to American Cancer "no
"I wanted to gi%e him soma
world where you in J t:Ofna !Of weeks. skittering
create
a
tend
to
%united"
escaped it And
Society. Palestine Cemeters Fund. cio Harold Pew itt. 1993 Ks
thing to wort tor." she said. 'ao
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COMMUNITY
Group for 'Grandparents
Raising Grandchildren'to meet

Arthritis
Foundation
Self-Help
Course
scheduled
PADt'CAH. K. — A series
ot six classes will be offered
the Purchase district Health
I iepariment in collaboration
AIM The Arthritis Foundation
.ourse is intended to
help those suffering with arthnus learn to deal with the pain
and depressiim often associated with this k:hrlinIC (11W:1%C
raps on exercise. relaxation. and
to save energy will be
gistm
Classes will he held from
9 tit to 11.30 am on April 18.
25 and May 1 9. 16 sod 23.
These classes will be held at
Grace Episcopal Church. 820
Broadway in Paducah.
There is absolutely no charge
for these classes. If you are
interested in attending. you
must pre register by calling [270-2-r-1490 or 1-888-2453902.

Osliissk
By Jo Bunsen
Community
Editor

Tbe "Grasigerest flask* Granddaddm" supper' yap se met Friday at
sees at the blarray iedependeld &basis
randy Raseerrat Yeah Services Caster,
leseSed at the Murray Beard ef Educates
bill% at ass IWO 1311h IL
issimaime Minor. apart dedisated worker der Mang Ind Calieway Camay.
be the uptates Lama sal be menet
Al grasepasishfrehilhres raisin grateddairesfrehdleas are eassaraged to attend
For mere hibriestitre ow for tramparta
doe call the cutter at 759-9592.

Newman House plans dance

The Catholic Newman HOUW will host a
senior' citizen dance on Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m al Fr Mattingly Hall, located on the corner of North 12th and Payne
Streets. Murray Refreshments will he pros Ricci This event is
free, but donations are welcome

Dixon Cemetery plans work day
A Maintenance Day will be Saturday started at kiam at
Dixon Cemetery. located in Trigg County, according to Herbert E. McMeen All persons having families honed at the
cemetery are urged to attend to help with the maintenance

Gun club plans Saturday event
Pram provided
Pictured are some of the members of the Calloway County Middle School Chorus who entertained a the CCRTA meeting

Retired teachers hear Ragsdale and chorus
Calloway Count) Retired
Teachers Association V. As entertained tly the Calloway County Middle School Chorus at
the meeting held at the school
library.
The chorus, directed by
Leslie McManus. sang selections for the group.
Vickie Ragsdale. media specialist at the school, spoke
about the new state of the art
computer equipment at the
Lunch was served to the

group by the school cafeteria
staff.
The CCRTA will IWO Mon•
day at 11:30 a-nt at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
College Farm Road, Murray.
Russ ('lahurn. branch manager and security officer of the
Aurora Branch of Bank ot Benton, will he the speaker
Linda Patterson, president.
urges all eligible retirees to
attend. A light lunch will he
sersed by the Murray State
Unisersity retired members.

Henry. County gun Club will have a fundraiser for the Henry
County. Tenn.. 4-H Shooting Spons on Saturday front 9 ant
to 3 p.m. Those attending may participate in skeet, trap and
sporting clays For more information call Tegy Williams at 17.) 1 -642-6552. or sisit the club website at s-nw hegeriet for a
map to the club

Spring registration Friday
Calloway County Preschool and Head Start sonny registration will be Friday from 10 a.m to 6 p.m at the preschool.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before Oct. 1.
2006. come to registration with your child's certified birth certificate. Social Security card/medical card, and proof of income
for 2005 For more information call 762-7410.

Kirksey Ball Park plans sign-ups
Kirksey Ball Park will have sign-ups for players, apes 3 to
IS. on Fnda) from 5 to 7 p m at Kirkse I nited Methodism
Church Those unable to attend on Enda) may .all Dianna at
1-270-527-2072.
Vickie Ragsdale

St. Leo plans fish fries
St. Leo Catholic Church will continue with its Friday allyou-can food and fellowship from 4:30 to 630 p.m at the
Parish Center on Payne Street behind the church on North
12th Street. Take-out service is also available All proceeds
help support the programs at the church The public is urged
to attend.

Jessica Torsak

Torsak
awarded
honor

Mother to Mother Group to meet

JC%%1Ca Torsak 01 Ha/CI has
been named an All-Amencan
Scholar hy the United States
Achiesemem
Torsak is a sophomore at
Calloway Count) High School.
She is a member of Calloway
J V soccer team. FBLA. FCA.
World Language Club. Beta
Club and Pep Club.
She was nominated for the
award h Vanda FlI,ott. leak:tic,
at CCHS.
Torsak is the daughter ot
NsIc Torsak ot Hazel and Dale
Torsak ot
Her grandparents are Bud
French and the late Barbara
French of Hatel and Al and
Carlene Torsak ))i klurra.

,Threefialis
.1.Lawn andsLandtrape
- ef
Ns

Mother to Mother, a support group for hreastfeeding moms.
Is scheduled to meet Enday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Lihnu-y Featured will be refreshments and door pritcs Pregnant moms. dads and older children are welcome For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

MWC meeting tonight
Murray Woman's Club will have its annual "Contest Aw.uds
Night" tonight at 6:30 p.m at the club house Martha Joiner.
second vice president. will present awards to the winners of
the arts and crafts. literature and performing arts competition
Families and friends of those receiving awards WV ins lied to
attend

Glory Bound will be tonight
Photo provided
CAREER CONFERENCE: Five members of the Kentucky Tech Murray-Calloway County
ATC DECA competed at the DECA State Career Development Conference held in Louisville
Andrea Crouch placed first in Sales & Customer Service and received the award for the
Murray-Calloway ATC Chapter Member of the Year Leanna Linn placed first in Job Interview
and Bnanca Mora placed third in DECA Creed Students attending (pictured from left) were
Jenny Dillon Mora. Crouch. Eric Underhilland Linn with Cindy Adams. marketing instructor
and DECA adviser
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Vilardo awarded for math
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Jacqueline dardo has been
named a national award winner in mathematics hy the 1 . nited States Achiesemem Academy
Ailartio. a student at Calloway County Middle SCITOOL
as nominated tor the award
by her math teacher. Crisp
Walker
Her biography will appear
in the academy yearbook
Vilardo is the daughtei of
Tony and Janus Vilardo ut
Murray
.
Her grandparents are Samuel
and Mary Vilardo of Lake Balboa. Calif . and Tess Lint/ of
Saugus. Calif

Jacqueline Vilardo
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Assaroachabie fL

1I Astelben.

Put Chorry

at Murray
pffi Mapper. N.D.
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Calloway County Family Resource Center Ads isory Council
will meet today at 4 p.m. at the offices of Calloway County
Board of Education The public is invited.

Calloway LL soccer sign-ups

Accepting New Patients
Ear. Nose SI Throat

Advisory Council will meet today

The AMINIIM 11111d Associates of Calloway County Schools
will oiler a schelenhip to seniors who have at least a 3.0
GPA sod an ACT score of at least 18. Also, at least one
pareatlipserdiss or grandparent must be a member of the Alumni arid Associses of Calloway County' Schools. Applications
are available in the guidance office and are due by April 2i,

270-753-6361
ildukr1

TOPS Club will meet
Thursday
(take off pounds sensibly ) Club will meet
today at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway, Public Lihrari.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732

Thursday

Senior scholarship offered

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT YOU'D LIKE Ti
ANNOUNCE CALL USAT 153-1916

(ALL Mt APPOINTMENT

The -Peacemakers and Shea McWhener will he the featured
artists at Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry tonight
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the new Goshen Family Fellowship Center. Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will he taken For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patnck Lea at 761-2666

Calloway County Little League Soccer. Grades K-5. will,
have sign-ups today from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the Callow:ay
County High School cafeteria. Cost will be $:15 with T-shirt
included. For Information 4401, Kim Phillips at 492-8989. John
Smith at 345-2742. Jennifer-Duncan at 345-2042 or Sally Hopkins at 753-9218. The program will run from first of May to
first of June.

IAAP will award scholarship
Murray Chapter of lotesestiond Animation of Administrative Professionals (RAP) nil mph award a scholarship to an
entenng freshman maionng in a lisieass-related field at Murray State University' Interested individuals should send a resume
and current transcript to Sarah Alexander. E-4 Coach Estates
Dr.. Murray. KY 42071. Applications will he accepted from
March 13 through March 31

MHS yearbooks now on sale
maims vow
kr canape
293-064

AMPBELL

REALTY

126 • Mem,• •••-rie •
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Marna
taut, fell color yearbook is as sok am
throegk wag hawk. Order forms bin been
students Compleaed tonna with payment ANN be aned
or mailed to Jill Herndon, MHS, 501 Doran Rd.. Murray. KY
42071. The cost is $30, if ordered and paid in full by March
31. Lae tallat
with a $IO
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L'allow ay ('minty Middlc
Salikil has released the honor
roll tor the third rune weeks
of the 2005-2006 wtiool year
Those marked with an • made
all As. Names aie as (WheatSIXTH MAIM
Hunter Drake Arnold. 'Keeley Rao Barrow Austin Mirk
Beane. 'Lauren Beeman. 'Breams Bernal. Cryuli Gel Bleck.
'Abigail Joan ftwiend.
Lyn Eloytien. Lune Hem Hobday Braden, Sabrina E. Brewer. 'Patrick lirOwn. 'Jessica
Ann Buller. Ryan Thomas &filar 'Login J. Canter. Sayler
.R. Carson. Itallyn Jean Cook.
kastneliss
alloheNe Camay.
G. Counnirg, Clint
Alen Cris. Cullen Crouch.
'Emily Cwol Crouse. "Alyssa
Grape Cunningham. Zachary
Lanett CtIttlinghafft, Christine
Lorraine Dean. Kristen Leigh
Donn*. Jacob N. Doughty.
Nicholas K. Duncan, 'Adam 0
Eckeis. 'Corey G. Evans.
'
Joseph B Farley. 'Zachary
Ryan Fortenbery, Ton Jade
Freeland, 'Joshua C. Fnedrich.
Abby Michelle Futrell, 'Taylor Grace Futrell. 'Neely Kayann
Galleon, Austin Dale Garner.
Hunter Garrison, Knsten Arm
Gee Kafue P Gibson. Kristen
Leann Gore, 'Jay UM* 13111811.
'MAW/ Carolyn Guillemot
'Dere Roes Hale, Vain
Thoniell Hermit Joseph Oren
Hmeieon. *Solish Said Itedstin.
Morgan T. Heys. 'Moron C.
Haman. Audra Anne Hophini.
Logan R Jackson. David
Allen John, Sarah Christine
Jones. "MMrayle Jade Kim.
Chwity Kathy Lamb,Kevin Scott
Lamb. Charts* Edward Allen
Lemon. 'Cheyenne Maddox.
When Miniver Maynard. Danan M. tAciCellieler. Chelsea
Pace MoDellon. 'Cara Lynne*, hisiedilh. Nkthoias Aaron
Newoonte. Kristin Paco* Oakley, 'Zachary Gage Orr. Emily
C. Ovetbey.
Travis G Palmer, 'Paige
Paschall. Jaclin J Patterson
'Megan B Pittenger, •Tyler
Pittman, Tyler Pole. Jared Tyler
Ray. Jeallalt Earl Reiter
'Jacob G Reynoids, Allison
Story Rogers. Kayleigh Saki
Rogers, Garrett C Schwetman,
Dusan Alen Sharp.'Dylan Sheridan."Taylor C Shendan. Myran Amanda
chi Carol Skinner
Tracey Smith. Taylor N
Singings.
'Gine L. Stenberg. Melody
Ann elaphans Brandy Nicole
Edward
Stevens. 'Daniel
Stokes. Randy Joe Jr. Swift.
Wesley E. Jr Tabors. 'Sarah
E Wade, 'Joshua EA Weber.
Susan Kaylee White, Nicole M
'Jennifer
Willard.
Nicole
Kayiee EA Williams
Canrme Wilson. 'Harmon Mane
Wilson. *Karlee Morgan Wir
son, Lauren Mane Wilson and
'Ashleigh M Wolfe.
SEVENTH GRADE
Kysha Lynn Adams, •Megan
Kaye Albritten. Taylor Brianne
Armstrong, Miranda Joanne Bailey. Allison Nicole Barrett, 'Timothy Alan Blaylock, Kera Nicole
Bogard
'Kristin
Michelle
Boggess.
Chase
Bolan.
•Bethanie L Bone. 'Chelsea
Leigh-Anne Boyd, Emily Anne
Bron Brent Houston II Brown.
Jonathan Blake Burkeen. Amber
Nicole Burres
Alexis McKenzie Cain. •Shelby Nicole Capps. 'Candyce
Mane Chambers, Timothy Ray
Chapman, Layla Elizabeth
Choate. Emily Layne Chnsman.
Aaron Daniel Clark, "Knstopher
Logan Cole. Cassandra Mane
Collins, Kennedy Bnann Crawford. 'Marci Michelle Crouch.
'Kelsey Lynne Daniel-. Caroline
Leann Darnell. Amanda Lynn
Dickmann.
Melina Marie Dodd. Justin
Howard Downs, Taylor Dwaine
Dumas. 'Natasha Nicole Duncan, Meagan Grace Edwards.
Jacqueline Therese Elder. 'Ashleigh Hope Eldridge, 'Rebekah
Nicole Elkins. 'Tiffany Elaine
•
'Averee Ahna
'Bnttney Lynn Forth, Tiffany
Gail Franklin. Kristina Jannette
Fncker. Robert Warren Friedrich.
Samantha Kaye George,
Clara Laken Gobert. Kayla
D Greene, Justin Thomas Hargrove_ 'Timothy Arthur Heinz,
Hunter Neale Henson, Tiffany
Ann Henson, Kayla Elizabeth
Boyd
Herndon, 'Chasten
Howard, Caitlin Nicole Jackson. 'Sharon Ann Jacobs, 'Lauren Amanda Johnson. Travis
Austin Kim, Taylor Renae Lamb.
David Joehep Lawrence 'Blake
Manses.
Travis Ray Manning.'Savanna Nadine Mathis, Ashley
McLeoud, 'Dominik Lawrence
Elizabeth
kiikulcik. Laken
halt:hit Kaillynn Nall. Alesha
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Center for Health & Wellness to host educational events
ma.)yeirserl itaimirs ilamdbook dents will gam Mince and
The Cower for Had*
Wellness will he Marin err with siammoss like ik babying- cowing= skilla stile IMOwill
teal educissusial eV4MIIIII during ▪ 's men card amd family mg asif4101111111.
amd
Immo
be
taught
Babysiidie
amd
will
heft
isainview
which
April.
of
mom*
dm
dweash the
he awed to numbers, Mae- mr's Pest AM VA
Chios aim is UMW to 12 will ats&
sty.Callow a Couinty Hospigoals: am cesmge bull. Stytal ono,'sees as iA011 as the participamis ami
mat ii
is required by sag the les Colin of A* Karate 1140
1.111110rai community
The Center and the Cal- Calloway Costley American Red he comdmerimg du clam.
The Swami dos is held
loway COMO!. (141t0 of the Cross at 753-1421.
every nieaday am/ Thursday.
AillIenCall Red ('toss ssill offer
Samurai its the Japanese cul- sad is for all chillies lips 7the Amencas Red t.to..
Babysitier's Trailing 101 tql111 ture were wamors who led 14. Parucapearsla the proages 11 dem* 13 who are their lives according to an ethic gram will come on each day
imseresseda kering die sines code band on loyalt). self- from 3:30 p.m to 4:30 p.m.
respectful. eth- The coat is 1211 per child per
and first aid seed when
baby sitting young children. The ical Mhsviar. nue concepts mos*. Caster for Health &
Wel 111 Ws''s soci- Wellness members may partictraining will he at the Center apply
Classes for
on April A and 1 from 8.30 ety and die Climbs for Health ipate for free
& Wellness will help youth in April are April 4. Is, 11. 13.
a.m. to noon
The course includes tips the community focus on these IS. 20, 25. and 27. Those interfor inters iewing for a nabysti- while working am physical fit- ested may register at the cen
ting Joh. information on safe ness with Is Warm Caller ter 7621348.
and age-appropriate toys and Young Samuel class.
Moments
Wrack
The
Each oaa-homr sesside's misgames. diapering and feeding
Preoffer
will
Center
Maternity
to
handunce
is
give
the
sion
to
you&
how
techniques. tips on
dle bedtime issues. and infor- to improve focus. MIMI, Sod pared Childbirth Classes at the
mation tor Noon; a Valle self-esteem inn* Ise disci- Center for Health & Wellness
hubs sitting experience The COSI pline of Shoreham Kamm. By on April 10. 17. and 24 from
will he S40 and includes the using these leclisimma, all Ku- 7 to 9 p.m. Pre-registration
as required for the classes For
more information, to pre-register for the classes, or to
arrange for a penonalieed tour
of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit. call 270-762-1425.

turintissorZysi

The Center for Diabetes will
bold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in March at the center. The classes will he April
5 and 6 as well as April 26
and 27 from S a.m to 4:30
p.m
These classes are presented
hy the Center for Diabetes to
help create ass mew... on the
latest diabetic treatment. And
techniques
self-management

avoid* Panicipmas awe par2 arils 762-1106 or
,
ing=
-11140. est. 1106.
1
Oa April II hoe moms to
1 p.m. joie Rabuca Wright.
=
MS. RD,LD so lung she
tam role of diem for a
pmealiscy. Women is the clam.
Eat*
rids/ "Piegsmicy:
NNW for You and Your Baby"
will Isms how to develop a
haddip amine plan and how
doh 1181 all help them with
several dike/sift and COMplications of pregasecy.
reesimended
The class
kw women in dirie but
trimester. so heel* eat*
habits can be essibilahad as*
in their pregnancy. het any
mother expecting is meowaged to attend. Call 762-134X
to pre-register for this class
There is a cost for this class
On April 12. join Li, Giant/.
DiCitlIC Intern arid Rebec •
ea W'nght. RD. LD. for a session titled *I'artiohydrates 101."
Some forms of ciutohydrates
promote health more than others and choosing mainly the
healthiest sources and moderating the intake of those less
healthful contribute to A health
diet Participants will learn food
sources of heidthy and less
healthy, carbohydrates and
uncover the mysteries of Cifhohy drates in Ciuhohydraies
101.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer free monthly screenings forvision/glaucomu And ostro heel scanson on
Apnl IS from It A.M. to noon
and I to .3 p.m. Those interested should call the Center

stopping by the Red Cross
ottice. 607 Poplar St. or by
calms 753-1421
The maw and the ('allosvay
The AARP Driver Safety
Chapter of the AmerCaney
fist
11111lielik's
Prows is the
Parsad largest chamois *river ican lied Cress will offer
refresher course spedelly ma amid aild Anemic' aliasdesigsed for motorists' age 50 es * April.
Begimmiag April 24 and rueMb older. The Censer for
Apia U. pewees amd chiteine
offer
will
%ethics,
Heal* &
Ave
*is cosine on April 114 from dies seesUsmosesha to
years old cis mkt des imam9 an. an 3 p.m.
The cense as $10 or $2 fur armory weak' clew There
Primal/a minabers and !sips memo pre-mrprisien. but sparMoats tame seismal skins ▪ or pissedim mast swornthe child in the pool.
am/ daralap safe, defensive
will be two classes
driving Isdmiques. There are
no emu mil he* AARP IT1CM- allssad dories the week: I
bees aid mem-samihen can take to 1:30 p.tm and 7 to 7:30
is required
pm Pre m3
the MIMI
For more
$30
is
cam
the
and
ccoompiri
sacossabily
Up*
in. the coarse. gredentes may Milmnimiem of to pteresiekr.
753.
be eligible to receive a Mate- call the Red Cross at
1421.
mandated multi-year discount
on their auto insurance psamnAdditionally. two support
urns
Pre-militarising is
for more imkamia- groups will be meeting at the
required
non or to pre-residilt. OIMISIci Center tor Health & Wellness
the center for at 270.762- dung* April
The Murray Stroke/Head
i FIT
Injury Support Group will meet
On April 22 the Canter for April 20 from 5 ui to 6:30
For
Health & Wellness and the Red p.m in the classroom
Cross will offer a Community more information on this support group. contact Cheryl
Water Safety Class.
From 8 A.M. to noon at the Crouch AI 762-1557.
The Breast Cancer Support
center classroom. participants
will learn easy--to-remember Group will meet April 25 from
safety tips for pools, spas. 6:30 to 7.30 p.m at the Cenrisers, ter for Health & Wellness Classlakes,
aterpark..
oceans, And many other pop- room. For more inticrniation
on this support group. contact
ular aquatic facilities
The class is not j swim- Eselyn Wallis at 270-4a4-24n2
ming class, hut one in which
For more information on pro
participants learn to rexognite.
prevent, and respond to aquat- grams at the Center for Health
ic emergencies The cost will & Wellness. contact Allison
he $40. Class space is limit- Lancaster. at Murray-Calloway
ed. so he sure to sign up by County Hospital. at 762-1348

for IIndth It Wellness and sei
op mi appellees* at 762-1348.
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Memorial voice scholarship established at MSU
Special to the Ledger
The Shardyn EXiwn Alinquist
Memorial ‘Oice Scholarship has
been established through the
generous gifts by the family
and fhends of the late Shari lyn Dawn Almquist. who died
in 2001. Established in honor
of Shari's quiet strength. her
lose of singing and her commitment to support learning
opportunities, the scholarship
was established at Mwray State
t ritiversity for vocal Music
majors through a $20,000 donation Preference will he given
to women and students with
special needs
The only daughter of Basil
and Senora Almquist. Shari was
the youngest member of the
family that included three brothers. David. Bradley and Marsin Dr. Brad Almquist. director of MSU choral :wits die..
said although his sister. Shari.
s isited Murray only once. she
its impressed with the university's commitment to the education of students with special
needs. She had a great sense
of humor and felt enormous
empathy with the less fortunate." he said. "She encouraged the discouraged. lifted up
the downtrodden and inspired
the able-bodied as well as the
disabled with her positive Attitude toward life and life's challenges."
Almquist said his sister
attained many of these heartfelt attributes from her own
life. A resident of Cummings.
N.D.. who became a quadripkgic after a tragic accident.
Shari studied social work at
the University of North Dakota. A lover of music at an
early age. Shari developed the
patience and inner strength that
became an integral characteristic of her life after being
diagnosed with %cohost% in the
seventh grade
After being placed in a Mita aukee brace that encased most
of her torso and included a

11

Photos provided
PROJECT GRADUATION: Calloway County Sheriff Larry
Roberts presents personal contributions to Project
Graduations 2006 Pictured top photo from left) Roberts.
Amanda Schroader and Scott Aldridge of Calloway County
High School and (bottom photo from rightl Roberts and Julie
Phillips of Murray High School Protect Graduation is an all
night alcohol and drug free graduation celebration

3nnouncemenis
MaKenna Brooke Adams
Adams ot Tucker Garland Road.
Craig an .! II. .11 r
Kirkwy. are Inc parents ot a daughter. MaKenna Brooke Adam,.
horn on Ihursdjy. ‘larch Its. 2006. at III 2 pm at Murray Calloway County Hospital
The hahy werghed 7 pounds 2 ounces and measured 20
III,. he'..
Grandparents arc Martha Adams and Lucy and Ronnie Gng.. all of Murray. and Rick Riley of Northern Kentucky

Mallary Francis Bailey
Chris and kena Bailey of
iwenshoro are the parents of
a daughter. ‘Iallary Francis
Bailey. horn on Fnday. Jan. 6.
2006. at 12:27 p.m At OMHS
in Owensboro
pounds
The baby weighed
6 nu Ilie• and measured 20
inches The mother is the (or.
met Kerry (ijitowas ot Owensbun
Grandparents are An and
Anna Bailey ot Murray And
Joe and Jennifer Gallo% ay of
Ow enshon,
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Mallary Francis Bailey

Nint

s

fessionals in the community i.
sisit patients with new sprna'
injuries. encouraging thew
work hard in their thcraps and
in learning to ,ope and list.
Almquist said she tic
•
quently spoke to church and
civic mg:mu/A[10ns on the need
for further research on Niltrial
cord injunes, seeking their support and accommodations for
the disabled persons in their
communities."
Shari died on Slay 13.2001.
'Mother's Day. eight years after
her accident After reversing a
posinse report she cieseloped
a twisted colon on the way home
from her doctor's v isit in 1.'01orado -Entenng the emergency
room, she faced death with the
same courage she laced life,"
('ailing upon her inner strength
and faith Shan agreed to surgery: Almquist said. "Never
regaining consciousness. Shan
died with a song in her heart
and a prayer on her lips
Jennie Rottinghaus. MSt
development officer. said the
legacy that Shari leases is one
that will hc remembered through
the scholarship established in
her memory
To make a donation to the
Almquist
Dawn
Shanty n
Memorial Voice Scholarship.
contact Rottinghaus at the MSU
106
Center,
Deselopment
Development Center. Murray.
Ky.. 42071: (2701 809-3001,
(877) 282-0033 or by e-mail
at
jennie.rottinghaus(Pr murray state edu
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OPENING FOR THE SEASON
APRIL 1ST!
New shipment of Soy Candles, Soy Bath ana
Body products, Primitive Wreaths, Frog
Vases, Tart Warmers and more.'
'Antique Roses 'Perennials 'Mixed Pots
'Annuals 'Hanging Baskets
'Clematis
1Houseplants 'Herb,
'Field Grown Daylihe‘
Open Tuesday-Friday 9-5

I-800-363-4720

MON

Sherilyn Dawn Almqukt
chin rest that held her head
up in the eighth grade. Shari
completed her high school education wearing this hi-ace The
often negative response hy her
classmates contributed to the
discomfort as well.- Almquist
said - As she learned to cope
with wearing the brace and
being different, she grew in a
confidence and faith that she
would need to call on later in
her life -At 23. Shari had a tragic
automobile accident, causing
her neck to break between the
fourth and filth cersical sentbrae. exactly where Harrington Rods were attached to her
spine in an earlier surgery to
straighten the curvature. "She
called upon her patience and
inner strength she had learned
throughout her earlier life and
became an example of quiet
faith and confidence.- Almquist
said - Much of her personal
cares were administered by her
mother and an in home career.'
Senora. Shan s mother, was
a stay -at-home mom. Known for
her talents as a dress designer and a wedding cake baker.
Senora enjoyed the work since
it allowed her to he at home
alien her children came home
from school "She was able to
hear our stories and share in
the Joys. and the heartbreaks.
of life in a small town and a

small school.- Almquist said
Basil. Shan's father. works
at an American Crystal Sugar
processing facility as J
sugar operator He added an
apartment onto the house so
that Shari could Ilse in the
family home while receising
the specialized care and physical therapy necessary for her
continued improsement Shan's
determination anti strength
enabled her to maintain a punitive attitude throughout her
health struggles and also help
other disabled people with what
she learned and experienced
"She also enrolled in silica.- lessons as pail of her education
and physical therapy." Almquist
said. "As a result of since
study, she was able to strengthen her breathing such that she
was independent from any
machine assistance."
.Almquist said her singing
gase her an artistic outlet to
express the frustration, pain, and
yet, the toy of life that she
felt "She sang publicly only
a few times. he said. "Yet
each was met with intense feeling anti awesome power"
Shari became a spiritual
inspiration to many people in
the community and in the world.
Establishing an e-mail support
system with disabled people
through out the world. Shan
communicated with divens of
people on a daily basis. sending messages of encouragement
and solidarity. "She was also
called upon by medical pro-
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'You can win'
Sampson vows to keep IU's tradition intact
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speaks dunng a press conference after being introduced as Me
at Indiana University Wednesday in Bloomington, Ind
Clinch
new baskalboil
Sampson joins its HOOISNWS after spending 12 seasons at Oklahoma. where he
helped re-establish the Sooners as a national contender
KOMI Sampson

H1 •11101,DT 10.
‘11 RRAV 5
Tigers
errors' prove
costly against
Humboldt
Staff Report
Murray Ledger Lk Tunes
t \Mt\ (II). lenn
Mistakes poised costly to the
%tuna% High tigers during
Vsednessia).• prep baseball
action against Humholdt. Tenn
In the top of the first inning.
lust use Humboldt hatters
leached babe on fielding mi.
cues The Tigers collIMIlled lour
of their %is errors in the opening
tram:. allowing the opposition
It' score sesen times during a 10.5 kiss in foie innings.
liumholdt went on to add a
%Angie eon No the anciodaolltave
more in the third to build a commanding 10-0 lead before
Murray was able to get on the
in the bottom of the
•See TIGERS Page 28
(;HAN

( ui NI'Y

BLOOMINGTON.led. 4 AP - Forget aay baggage
UlnaImp sties Meg so halms -- she %CAA
riebliage. die tiess-romed saauseasat spas or Isis Wei
cif assist psdipee
disemor Rick Ounisepam behove Swagna
4% We am to Ind the tionems* proud norm hock to
.1100 Weinsaa. do worn-kept saxes is
ins sea* eavested when Snipes
inniseed as hilline's ere coeds
esikunand nibs Winn Unevenly ands for
ennesesed
wed over ihe son inealles and years. I
a eves bean beesesa I&WI wan mink* bud to lappets so ow pregtan."Sew= sod
fans %h., slam.
Sampsoul was a sesprise dm
med for ome of the two at die oft& prominent tonal,
Howlers — lowirs Steve AIM and Orlando Magie
to tv
animus Ready Whim —
tor die*the aptesd when Mike Davis resigned Atter
six seasons
But Sampson's first appe.u.inse in Assembly Hall
suggested man), fans ivekomed the choice

4.

It kitAlf 3

Lady Tigers
tripped up by
Graves County
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Elifaheth Boyett•s fielder's
choice with the ha..cs loaded in
the sixth inning brought home
kssica Dowdy from third base
(,rases Count)
as s
sweaked past Murray High 4-3
action
softball
prep
in
Vsednesday
The Lady Tigers (0-21 were
deadlocked in a 3-3 tie with
Gnaws entenng the sixth. but
the lads Eagles loaded the
hases on a wild pitch anti two
walks Then. Boyett grounded to
first to bring home Dowdy
Murray had one chance in the
se‘enth to force the game into
extra innings Meagan Pember
reached haw tin j tickling effor
It) start the frame, stole second
and reached third on a sacntice
hunt hy Megan Snow But
Penther was tagged out at home
plate while trying to s.core the
Caitlin
on
is mg $ run
Herrington s grounder hack to
the pitcher
The I ad% Tigers tell behind
2 in the top ot the ',girth. but
rallied in the bottom halt of the
frame to score all three 01 their
runs Jordan Huston and I eah
Dieleman each had doubles in
the inning
llowe‘er. the lool Ltgles
fli answered v.ith a run in the
lop 01 the 111th to knot the score
helot pushing across the gamew inner in the sisth
Huston paced Murray's tom
hit attack with two doubles
Elise Vents ick paced Cruse,
with a 2-tor 4 Mort at the plate
Veniswi was also the winnine
pitcher
Haley Thorn:ram 10-2i took
the pitching kiss for the Lady
Tigers. allow mg four runs I two
earned)oe sis hits w bile sinking
out us mid walking lour in
Waal Mak.af work.
blNi uss subsided ss
carii4Ie Cittrat , inlay at /cm
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FINAL FOUR

It's Not
Midnight Yet!
AP) Vkinda. LSI and
(*LA each have one weit!
in g Is nripi)ssIble task it
trying to steal
weekend
some attention from the darlings of the Final Four
'In the NCAA tournament, there are two things
a
people love to see
Clriderefta Mon' and a team
that is so powerful and esplo
site they look insineihle..•
Honda coach Billy !)cino% an
said Nednesday dunng a coot crence call with the other
final Four coaches
ieorgr Mason t 27-7i fits
Donosan's first descnption
perfectly.
t'oach Jim Larranaga spent
part ol Wednesday 's news conference explaining how the
unisenity has dealt with its
identity cnsis. being contused
with nearby schis,ls sus h as
(icorge Nashingtiin and James
Madison
By winning tour games in
the tournament and becoming
the first No. II seed in two
Jet asks to reach the national
semifinals. though. George
Nlason now has a place in college basketball lore
And the only way tin
Florida. iSU or UCLA to
reclaim the spotlight is to ruin
the feel-good story
-What I told my team nght
after:. we were seeded anti
placed into the brackets was
that it really doesn't matter
it here you•re seeded. and I
think George Mason is a testa-

auglit ban takes In foie as
the surpme wain.
Honda (3I-6, geode n
here despite start* four
sophomores. losing its top
three scotrrs from a year ago
And lacking the veteran poise
it usually takes to make a
Fon Few nes_
LW C7-11)is even snunger
— and further ahead ot seised
ule After Brandon Ba••
declared tor the si BA draft last
spring mans in 13.11 similar)
thought the Tigers were likely
at least J seat assas from such
a deep tournament run Coach
John Brady made sure the%
didn't waste the opportunity
and reached the Final I-our
alter taking down both topseeded Duke and second-seeded Texas
l CIA 11-6i. of course. is
hoping to add to its \CAA
record-setting collectum of
national championship tro1,sooden. the
phies as John ‘
godfather of the program.
watches trom home
Only one coach coming to
has es en
INino% an
Inch
led his own team to college
haskethalls most glamorous
ii
ent
es
for
Caeorge Mason University s Lamar Butler right poses
'Thc skin lines span the gen
in
Wednesday
photos and signs autographs on campus
erations from 1,Aooden to
Fairfax Va The team is headed to Indianapolis for the Dows an. and from the senior
NCAA Men s Basketball Final Four
laden team ot George Mason
to the newcomers at I SI and
Honda
merit tic that and the parits in no% and the margin lin erfiq
All ot them, though ha‘e
college basketball. L CI. -‘ so slight among the team,
In an) other scar, the three been oserstiadoucd P's this
coach Ben Howland said
'Illere's pm so much panty other teams headed to Inds mid-major

Carpenter
ready to
nail down
starting nod

George Mason University
still living high life before
clock strikes midnight

AF
St Louis Cardinals pitcher
Chris Carpenter throws in the
second inning egathet the
Florida Merlins rn a spring
training germ in Jupiter As.
Wesdnosday
By The Associated Press
Chris I. .firpenlet
t.) get cluNer to bring reads tot
the season, no matter who his
,Tronent was
all•MCal tV•1, hits
sic innings t. .utiis h Iii ciiirc.'lk'
Mis hut the Honda Martins
defeated the St l ours Cardinals
on Aoine...ta%
tu,t nis jot' it, heat
It
I ), re lie."said
arpenter
at
pit, h
to
orepat trig
Philadelphia tin Mo11111/01s
&leafed
who
arpenicr,
's •
Ain's tor the !till
Ass ard, began spnng
with lb consecutive %Aweless
innings and complied an
k A ()serail The tsills run
against him came Wednesdas on
r doubie-plas hall in the tirst
"I pit mc work in and I'm
reads to go. Carpenter said at
!limier. Fla "I kept the hall
in

Carpenter won 21 games
and Willis won 2:: V.
ease up three runs and so hits in
515 innings, his final ow
tietore %Ionday night's opew
the \I champion Hosts.
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Lawmakers look to block rule on eligibility
Mary Grace
LOUISVILLE. Ky AP)
Pellegrino says she would has< been kept
From competing in varsity track. cross country and swimming ifs rule proposed by the
Kentucky High School Athletic Association
had been in place when she started high
school.
POIN1061 165 aititailol a Catholic school
aweigh*ha grode below mai**Am
Manual High Riasol. a public hi.whoa
The propos/ mile dump naiad her students from pitying vanity mans for two

Lumpsilk Mode, many who transfer from
public schools to Catholic schools
Shaughnessy. a graduate of Si. Xavier
High School in Louisville. believes the
change woad unfairly penalize private
school students. He has introduced a measure to for the General Assembly the power
to approve eligibility rules for high school
sports.
"It really tawimes me that the Kamucky
High School Athletic Association canto
come up with a compromise oa

yam if they MOM bona • private- pude
.chool to it public hish school - or from
public grade school to a private high school

Shaughnessy said. If they are going to Finish those youngsters. that is not a corripm-

Paler:dn. a sophomore. opposes the
rule
"If you want to he the best. you have to
compete with the hest- she told the
Couner-Jtournal of Louiss ilk 'This proposal would he detnniental to all high school
sports."
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Louissille. has
mosed to block the proposed rule. which
ar in
could affect 800 student• i

noise "
Brigid DeVrses. commissioner of the
HS A A
declined comment to the
Louis% ilk newspaper on Shaughnessy'S
effort to curtail the agency 's ruk-making
authority IkVries did not immediately
return J phone tall hy The Associated Press
on Wednesday
for now, the stale Board of Education has
final %.1% §..er the rule changes ;wooed
March 6 by the KliS A A's hoard of control

Wildcats have
surprise at first
football practice
UK basketballer Ravi Moss
tries out at wide receiver

nim a week to &side it this is
Special To The Ledger
something he w ants to .bi
I \Isailos.
[nisei-say ot Kentucky football
"I hope he decides to stay
team opened spri rig liras ticc with us." Brooks said. "He is a
and great athlete He has the sue and
Wednesdj>
morn n g
reCei%Cd a pleasant surprise in
athletic ahilit> that we look for.
the form of a
He's an extremely dedicated
new outer
athlete and is smart enough to
who is cona pick up the things on the field
sidering
that we would want him to do.new sport
190-pound SA(Ms
The
Kentuck
bead coach recently saw his four-year basRich Brooks ketball career end on March 19
announced against Connecticut in the secRa.i ond round of the NCAA tournathat
who ment
Moss.
from
guard
the
Boys
recently fin- Hopkinssilk appeared in all 35
Slarshall Cu. ts, Callow my
Moss
ished his I. K games as a ,Cnior starting 12.
(o.3
career, has agreed to and averaged 7 points a game
basketball
Shaglas - Ryan Sheridan
IC)def. Dexter Titsworth 6- I , 6- try out oser the next few prac- in almost 20 minutes ot action
1. Chris Conner it-) def. We.... tices as a wide reCCI% Cf.
Moss ts WI"\
. ta111111.11 1.0. itti
"We really wanted hint
Conn 9-7. Jon Hayes def. Josh
His brother.
l'K football
this
for
out
COMe
to
(Moss)
6-0,
6-1.
Jonathan
Price (C)
freshman
redshin
a
is
Austin.
McCrady def. Jake Darnell IC) team." Brook. said. "We base
been an contact tor some time. deli:nose lineman on the tram
6-0. 6-0, James Royster del
Seth Fortenbery tC 8-0. Jeff talking to Ra% I about the possi- If he decides to stick with foot
Baker del Justin Bearshy (C)8. bility of him trying out for foot- hall, he has one season of eligihall We are looking at gising bility remaining
5.
Doubles - Fonenbery-Matt
McReynolds (C) def. Croft- MURRAY STATE TENNIS
Wilson 341. Hayes-McCrady
def. Darnell-Price (Cl 8-0.
Shank in-Titsworth def. ConnerShendan (Cl 4-2.
tors
Special to the Ledger
down
took
lanoaour
PADUCAH. ky. - Murray
illasenor in straight sets at
State's men'. tennis team fell to
Southern Illinois 1-3 on numher one single,. 7-6 and 7-5.
nisersity president Adair Wednesday
His h.4,10i did the same to Lama
Herbert and Stephen Ferguson.
The Racers fell to 4-7 °serail at number two singles. 6-2 and
president of the Indiana trustees, while the Salukis improved to 6- 6-4.
both said they did an extensise 5 on the season
The Salukis picked up wins
search into the allegations and
S1U opened by winning two at No. 1. 4 and 5 singles to
v.ere satisfied with the Answers. of the three doubles matches to clinch the match Sanchei heat
Sampson acknow ledged he earn the doubles point. Felipe Korenipolski. 6- I and 6-2, at
la as embarrassed to he answer- Villasenor and Sergio Sandie/ No 3 singles. Rubino downed
ing such questions Wednesday.
defeated MSC's Fadi /4rmaitui Gerlach. 6-2 and 6-3, at No. 4
explaining that he had learned a
at singles. Gonzalez lost just two
and Dmytrit Hryhorash.
lesson.
No. I doubles. Andrei Buhnos games on his was to a 640 and 6"When you make a mistake
and Rodrigo Lama downed 2 win mei Yuri Pompeu at No. 5
like that. it opens you up to take
and Jell Lester. singles
a look at eserything you do." Hunter Gerlach
Murray State junior Jeff
Sampson said. "We took correc- 8-4. at No. 2 doubles
Race's Lester extended his singles winthe
for
win
lone
The
up
shored
we
and
measures
tive
came at No. 1 doubles where ning streak to seven with a 7-h.
everything else in the program
4-6. 10-7 win over Nick Bauer
The second question dealt Clayton Clark and Nicholas
at No. 6 singles.
Bolan
Ksieropolski
defeated
with Sampson's graduation rate
The Racers will return to
Ines ski and Tomas Grnitale7 14at Oklahoma.
action on April 6. when they
When the Sooner. went to 6.
In singles play Murray State host Eastern Illinois in an Ohio
the Final Four in 2002. Sampson
said a national publication wrote took care of business at the top Valley Conference match at the
a story that highlighted the and the bottom of the lineup. but Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
school's rem percent ffailnation Southern Illinois won enough in The match is scheduled to begin
It '.p.m.
be middle to claim the team sl
rate,

Calloway tennis
splits matches with MCHS
t•tzl%
CESUOINI CO. 7. Marshall
Co. 2
SIks- Tnsha Taylor(C)
del Heather Henson 6-0. 6-1,
Jennifer Vincent ;Cr def. Kayla
Farmer 6-1. 640. Amy Winkler
IC) def. Megan Royster 8-2.
Shelby Web iC del Katie
Baker 8-2. Clara Franklin ICI
del Megan Skce 8-4. Emily
Gann def. Megan Colson IC)60. ts- I .
Dmebies - - Colson-Web iC
5-4.
Futrell-Roberts
def.
Franklin-Winkler iC del FrinsStarks 3-0. Gann-Henson del
Taylor-Vincent ICI 6-1

•Indiana
From Page 1B
a lo•o. itt
arlie on his re.umc
Indiana in the 2002 national
semifinals
fhe questions were starling.
too.
Some w ondercd whether
there would he any fallout from
an NCAA insestigation into
pi NLahle recruiting violations or
v. blether Sampson's presence
could tarnish the image of
Indiana. v. hich has long as &tided
MCAA trouble
Sooners officials are expected to appear before an NCAA
committee on April 21 to
explain why Sampson And his
staff allegedly made more than
550 impermissible phone calls
10 recmits
If the NCAA rules against
Oklahoma. some sanctions
could follow Sampson r
Indiana

Racers fall to SIU

DeVne, is scheduled to present seseral pmposed ruk changes to the state hoard Al its
April I I 12 meeting
The proposed eligibility rules also would

allot imams bmweso two silk schools
or two prima who* dilleezedlealas.
The same apposed Shoopismmy's
ainudwom. sin* would twins lotimokan to approve way clisnoes MOW nisiWhey to ploy high school morn.Theow&
mak aneched to an arelmed sildeice biL
also avoid bee the ICIESAA base sum*
sepente ewe deampiamehip eauesemate tot
public aid private schools. The MI goes

back to she Home.
Though sepwate sownemtents am eatcarseedy papaw& oho has Wes a Isetaiesseven hew for some public school olft-

dab who complain that private schools
recruit top players and have an unfair whimtwps by cam* financial aid.
The original hill would bring kickhoning
and "mixed martial Arts" under the mothority
of the Kentucky Boxing and Wrestling
Authority

Louisville football coaches
testify in scholarship case
LOUISVILLE. Ky (API Two assistants to Louisville
football coach Bobby Petnno
testified Wednesday. hacking up
his testimony that he did not
promise a scholarship offer to
former walk-on who is suing the
university for the cost of a lour
year education
Ryan H011fleld claims that
Nonni, promised to otter
HOW-1CW a scholarship in the
spring of 2004 if Holdirld paid
his own was dunng the 2003 fall
semester He is suing the school
tor S121.000, the estimated
worth of a four-year football

scholarship to U of.L
Offensive line coach Mike
Summers said Holifield had
needed to gain weight and
strength And that there hadn't
been time enough for that to
happen.
Greg Nord, the,assistant head
coach and running hacks/tight
ends coach, testified that
Holdield NJ, considered a nonscholarship prospect as far hack
as the summer of 2002
Prtnno testified on Tueoby
that he told Holifield he would
has the chance to earn t scholarship hut did not promise one
"I said there was an opponulilts tor a scholarship. hut it had

NEW YORK (API
The
alleged steroid use by Barry
Bonds and other players will he
investigated by Major League
Baseball, and former Senate
Leader
George
Majority
Mitchell will lead the effort.
A baseball official told The
Associated Press on Wednesday.
that final plans were to be
announced at a news conference
Thursday. The official spoke on
condition of anonymity because

commissioner Bud Selig has no'
yet made his intentions pubk ,
Selig's decision to launch the
probe. first reported by ESPN.
came in the wake of "Game of
Shadows," a hook by two San
Francisco Chronicle reporters
detailing alleged extensive
steroid use by Bonds and alba
baseball stars. The commissioeer has said tor seseral weal*"
he was e%Aluating how Ill
respond to the hook.

From Page 18
fourth
The Tigers 10-21 pushed
across their first run of the contest when Hugh Rollins stroked
a two-out double. ;nosed to third
on a passed hall and scored on a
single off the hat of Casey
Parker-Bell.
MHS erupted for four more
runs in the fifth Rollins pros ided the big blow of the inning
with a two-run home run. But it
was too little too late for the
Tigers
Rollins had three of Murray's
six hits on the day in three plate
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Floor Buffer

with
Aah

appearances.
Parker-B4
Antonio Kendall and Bradley
Cobb had one hit apiece to
round out the Tigers' hitting
attack
Adam
Aaron
Heskett.
Sweene> and Aaron Wilson all
saw time on the mound for
Murray in the losing effort.
The Tigers were scheduled to
return to Union City today fur a
5130 p.m. contest against Gibson
County. Tenn.
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Baseball to investigate
past steroid use
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to he earned." Petrillo said "Vic
don't use the term 'guarantee.Petrino testified for two
hours explaining how the uni
sersity went ahout recruiting
Holilicld. a (1-toot-5 offensive
lineman front Fork Union
Military Academy in Virginia.
Winfield made an official
slot to the school trout Jan 24
to 26, 2003 At that tins:. Petnnu
would
welcome
said
he
Bonfield to the tejm as a walkon
"I told him we didn't base
Prints.'
sc ilarship
said -Ai: talked about host J
gets a scholarship and
that his hest chance would come
after two years"
When Holitield did not
receive a'CiholArQup following
his freshman )ear in 2003. he
transferred to Middle Tennessee
Louissille offensise line
coach Mike Summers Testified
Holifield wasn't good Cl,,k101 to
receive a scholarship otter
Summers said a grading systeiv
he uses to gauge the potential4
recruit rated
the level required tor player. to
'earn the scholarship
Closing arguments were
expected on Thursday
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Daughter looking for mother's
love finds her own happiness

Please tell Awie's freed to
he Par to love and appmve of
herself. Ifs what saSed ian. -HAPPY AT LAST IN UTAH
DEAR ABBY: I had a friend
like Anne. whose mother mark
her life miserable by withholdmg love and approsal. It nearly
drove her crazy until one Ltat
Anne was 50
her mother died
by then and had been a doormat
all that time for her mother. her
daughter. her son and their
spouses
Out of the blue she called me
and said she w as t00% mg to
New Mexico and starting her
life over She and her husband
sold their house. packed their
%an and their dogs. and went to
11%e in a iompletel) new place I
hear from her e% er% few
months While life has had its
ups and dov.ris. she s happier
than she has ever been in her
whole life. I hope Anne s friend
doesn't give up on her, she may
Just he waning to he set fret -LAURIE IN PENNSYLVANIA

113 L._ C-31\1 Cr I

NV*

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail %an Buren. oho
known as Jeanne Phillips. and
*as founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips. "S rite Dear
Abby at www.Dear A bby awns
or P.O. Ins 494411. Lei
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advice about how to handle this
common premenopausal problem
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Murray State production brings
'Romeo and Juliet' to America
ll you dismal Romeo and
fay.pas
might be surprised to learn the
MSI'•s Johnson Theatre has
mined them to Virginia
"We think placing the action
in colonial America will help
OW audiences connect with the
characten," says director Roben
few
Valentine. -Other than
has been
Owe—
mom
changed: it's Mad the greatest
lose story is histirry."
The cheat tete of young love
is ameag the item famous plays
is the English lamprege. The

Win met

whirlwied roe of two
iamisgers 'amidst a background
of two feuding families has
served for cktrens ol adapta

nous.

minding

Loosard

Ilemilim's"Wig ilid• Sm."
Shaiteiplere's

best-lasown emmece is badly a
diet flick." accentisg to actor
Daniel Tturnp. who plays the
friend of
fier) Mercutio.
Romeo whose temper 14(15
trouble for the young losers
-The play starts with a brawl
and ends with a sword fight and
suicide 'West Side Stor,s • is
to
next
show
kid's
Shithesrare's original." he said
The set, by designer Brent
hiendasser. fliggests a colonial
upon ef die mid-1700.
It war a time of deep political and personal difterences.-The feud
said Valentine

between the I anUitta might have
heal tO Cr polities, W.Of parvona,1 honor. men curled
swords. duels were fought, sad
publk order was hard to maim.

tam. It Shakespeare lied evm
been to Virga. he sight hove
.et Ramo and Juliet ire."
The producoue es scheduled
for Ibur performances. beginning Naught dvough Saturday at
7 pa.. and Sunday at 2:30 p ni
All pedoemmecei are free is,
MSU studges. wish ID.

Further information Can be
obtained from the Depuement
ot Theatre and Dark:e at 270K04-4421
Revers Awns are strongl%
suggested

An Guild Ptato
Anne Sacora is shown with her oil painting titled 'Honker Lake Islands' for which she was
awarded 'Best of Show at the Visual Evidence Exhibition hosted by the Murray Art Guild

Sacora's 'Honker Lake Islands' earns
'Best of Show' in Guild exhibition
Anne SACOrdSod painting titled "Honker Lake
Islands" was awarded -Best of Show" at the
Visual Evidence Exhibition hosted h) the Murray
Art Guild The award J, sponsored h) The
Murra) Bank
Sacora s lose for painting -pion jilf- and desire
to catch the afternoon light on ciukas is apparent
in this scene captured during AD outing in Land
Between the Lake. She receked two awards and
shared the limelight N ith over 20 other artists who
receised monetars and merit awards at the iuned
exhibit.

More than KO works of an in a variety of media
in two and three-dimensional jil is currently on
displas featuring experienced and beginning
artists throughout the region and representing Ike
states.
Visual Evidence runs through April 7 and ma)
he obsened dunng regular hours at the Murra
Art Guild. 103 N. tith St.. downtown Murray,from
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday Wednesday. and Friday.
For more information call 7534059 and % i,n
our websiteat ssssss.niurra anguild.ory

Photo prowled
HICKORY WOODS PERFORMANCE: Conny Ottway and some of her youngest students
performed a program at Hickory Woods Retirement Center recently The music Consisted of children's songs and folk songs Those who participated were (front row, left to
nght) Joey Fredrick Roger Heady (middle) Sierra Todd Tyler Sins (back) Ottway, Sarah
Houston Tyler Noel and Jesse Vaught
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'Dreamer,' Elizabethtown'
showcase state for movies
FRIAIRRIIORT. Ky. -- As it Nollywond lm
"Dmeamar. WOW by a Tnse Iihey"be the Inane
and local
DVDifekke ineeket kw week. at
semi= °Melds is Resiscky said the movie is
henill 1401111111 *IMO on Navel ID is km
wham is aplifthig hone-acing wary was set mid
pertially filrned.
As nuglu be expemed. the Lexington
Conventiona Visitors Isom hes impaticaced sri
increase in requests for information about the
locations is CANA* Kmmicky whew the film was
shot.
Coming OS the km*atis February release to
the home mime at"Eliedieditown." another fihn
set sed partially shot recently in Kellsay,
spenbiade valedionDrainer be desissiealies
ship hetimas nisiviee mid Imam slid Randy
Fiveash. Kentucky Tourism Cominiesiaser.
*Mae Wm Winos is itairsurdlemilip impisessa
mot ady 6a•is661616 ram spilt hue
by ibepuidaction coompaniss, said Payout. It
thsarams is iliat sod be beauty and diver.o)
livety dive a Abe it aselb hue Ws like a mos ing
hatband haibt sloe."
"Drasaast." whidi closed in theaters on De.
30. 2003 with a U.S. ban slice take of 132 7 million Ins prompied the Leiingion CVB to pros ide
curious visitors with a map of film kications
dubbed the -Dreamer Dnving Tow." The guide.
available for *Prenland from the bureau's %scissile.
information on such landmarks
Uchida
as ltaimelasil Race Course. Ashford Stud Fal-M.
Dames Fmk the Kesman: equine hospital And
matey oast beaks familiar to area residents
-AWN 41741 people have downloaded the map
since lam October when the film was rekascd."
said Meredith Moody. Vice President ot
research/marketing kw the Lexington CV B "We
also have run out of the .150 maps we had printed"
The drivel's lour &rem travelers to sites in
Farm. Woodford. Franklin and surrounding
sloollim that figure prominently in the film. which
stars Dakota Fanning. Kurt Russell and Kris
K rtstofferson.
-Hi/abet/mown: which closed in I S theaters

Der 16. 201S with a doninuc bus uffax total ot
S26 ii nulluou. has prompted a wader mime is
the Louis% ilk Elizahedietwe ans.as ova as locations in Okthmn. whoodared Wid Fayette cusionev
Mime st was peimally IlimaR mid Redd Caleidy
Dimmer at the Esilledgy Nis OIRee. an vest,
of is Towles Dapeetinent.
assitualasual026611111
aluldes
who wagged IP bass6clocal= at6e am arab
where Ortad,Mom and Kirmas Demi sat overblotto. die Min MIL- said Cassidy. who helped
wout locatiass be the Mkt disaCatil by Cameras
Crowe. (The wall. sal& am paimMissly dis*yea is *dicky palm far the asisiatic conedy-dtarms.isWiwiis kid.is Oser Conk Past
in saultwastus bingo Causty3
Slam Mrayby.Dinar at the illimiakaosst
Commtias it Violin Ilisaa. said although the
ass ithitbe the city asly dirac days the
tristrihused film amosnend in invalustde
advertising for the area. *""To have your community 's MOM as the tide of a fibe dissibused worldbde is something you don't mumble alient." she
said
Econsiniis impact of film production in
Kentucky is also felt directly in the brim of expenditures lot kically haled LTCW. hotels. restaurants
and stores. Cassidy noted. He said on .1% erase a
Hoax wood mos ie crew spends About SI million a
while
filming here l)reamer And
sirel
Elliahethtown each filmed about ihsee weeks in
Kentucky. he said.
ii, adopt
Momentum is building tot 1:clink
more likewises to lure film production h the
commonwealth and onapcse MOW aggressisely
with stales like Noon Cambia that provide sales
tax exerimuom and other generam tax benefits in
. the only mereout-ol-staie filmmakers. Currently.
tise Kentucky provides film producers is a sales
Las refund. Cassidy said
is rash said the Tourism Department has
4:0.111111%siocletl a MEESSIII COILmiltuti firm to quantify more precisely the economic impact of him
production in Kentucky
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Hank Williams Jr. to receive
CMT's Johnny Cash award
NASHVILLE,Tenn mAPu
Hank Williams Jr. will revel.e
Country Music Television's
Johnny Cash Visionar. VAard
during the 2itilew •51I Musk
Awards show next roman the
announced
network
cable
Wednesday.
Hosted hy comedian left
Foitworthy. the program airs Inc
April 10 from Nash% ilk
-Esc been around a king
time, and life still has r is hOIC
lot of surprises for me.- said the
Sew-year-old Williams. who Joins
such pres mu% winners as
Loretta Lynn. Reha McEntire
and the Dixie Chicks
CMT said Williams• ereatis 1ty and passion hase helped
shape country music
Williams. the son of Hank
Williams Sr. began his career
legendary
his
performing
father's songs but in the 1970s
forged his own musical identity
by fusing country music with
the Southern rock of groups
such as the Allman Brothers.
Lynyrd Skynyrd And the
Marshall Tucker Band
"IX4 manager back then said
I was nuts. He said. 'I don't
know what's wrong with you
Just do your daddy'. stuff.William. recalled during a
recent interview.
When he performed. -if I
had. oh. 1.000 people and if 601
of them got up and kit. I would
tell them where the exit was.
Guess what? The 4(X)that stayed
turned into 4.0(X) and then
turned into 40.000."
Williams ha_s sold SO million
albums with hits including
-Texab Women.- "Born to
Boogie.- "Family Tradition'
and "All My Rowdy Mends
(Are Coming Over ?might)."
He also wan a *neer in
music videos. pairing with
friend Waylon Jennings in 19143
for his first one. "The
Conversation.- "Ilie follow mg
year he called on Jennings.
George Jones. Willie Nelson.
George lliorogood and others to
appear in his -All Mx Rowdy.
Friends" video.
He used chIedie produc
lion in 1989 So aloe Hie illusion
of him performing a duet with
his late father on the video for
-There's a Test in My Beer
That same year Williams
reached a beadle audience
when he hey, perlartsing the
Fitinlbal'
Night
"Monday
anthem "Are You *Off t•
h
Ism Anibal." 0 rahl
mewed his Ilmr11•11101.
There hew bin abstacis:•
Amp the way. inehalis ens
and alcohol abuse mid a suiciie
attempt in 1974. He babe the
bones in his face and *inborn
died in a mountain-climh,-
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m) boss
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and especially no friend
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Road. Murray. KY
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•
uo

that location. Further information
be obtained by calling Karen Brandon at
762-7305. ext

118. The Calloway County

Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and,or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding
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• 100% Financing No Down Payment
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
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PRE-APPROMIll
200 Poplar St • Morro) h •
Phone 270-753-7665 Or
ft Toll Free 888-246-4093
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 227-5560

YARD WORKS
Prune mow & Mtn
Odd 'cobs
(270)227-7148 Lyle
YARD-TECH Ful Lawn
Landscape needs
cured. 270-210-6288

Customized To
Fit Your Lite & Budget

Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m
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GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

Am}COMMUNITY

al•

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
He have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

FREE to good home
block hound Friendly
neutered 767-9532
FREE Bassett mix
puppies 9 weeks old
492-8755

NEW tobacco sticks
25e each
270-978-1941 or
731-247-936A

Need help
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Business?
Cal al se dike
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Murray Lady &
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270-7534916

Remodeling. Siding. Drywall Paint
Light Fixtures. Rotted or Soft Floor Perri,
Roof Leaks. Plumbing Leaks F
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194 Keystone Dr • Mayfield, KY 4201141 (Behind Savir-A-Lot)
Hwy 45 N • 1/2 Mile South of Purchase Pkwy
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270-251-2770
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